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Corilputer prq team 
dominates Southeast contest 
by Francis J. Allman. 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
When the word "dynasty" is used today, it is fre-
quently to refer to a team that has dominated the 
competition in a particular field for a number of years. 
Dynasty, then, is the perfect word to describe the 
UCF computer programming teams, which have domi-
nated the Southeast Regional Competition for the last 
10 years. UCF has won the competition for the last 
three years in a row and since 1981, they have won a 
total of five times, never placing lower than third. 
UCF sent three teams to this year's regional compe-
tition Nov. 2 in Spartanburg, South Carolina, and all 
· th ree placed in the top 10. The teams placed first, third 
and eighth out of 68 teams representing 45 colleges and 
universities. 
The members of the first place team, Donald Cross, 
Bill Horan and Chrisfopher Gouge, will compete in the 
finals in two months. · 
The competition involves solving a variety of prob-
lems involving math, physics, scheduling and other 
computer r.elated areas. Usually there are eight to 10 
programs, and the team that solves the most of them wins. 
Ali Orooji, the program coordinator, explained that 
the problems vary in degree of difficulty, but there is no 
distinct ion as far as scoring relative to the difficulty of 
a particular problem. Solving an easy problem counts 
the same as solving a more difficult one. Time is a 
factor, since penalty points are assessed the moment . 
the problem solving begins and are compiled at the rate 
of one per minute until the end. , . 
In the case of a tie, the team with the fewer amount 
of penalty_points is declared the winner. 
· A team consists of three members and since each team 
is allowed access to only one computer terminal, they must 
work in a highly coordinated fashion to solve the greatest 
a1noW1t of problems in the least amount of time. 
Cross, a senior majoring in eiectrical engineering, is 
a veteran who has been on first place teams in 1989 and 
'91. Cross explained that in order to ensure no time is 
wasted in competition, each team member has a spe-
cific responsibility, hence their nickname. The "banger" 
goes right for the less complex problems and bangs out 
solutions on the computer, while the "software engi-
neer" figures out the more difficult problems using a 
pencil and paper. The "swinger" goes back and forth 
lending assistance to either the ~anger or the software 
COMPUTER TEAM continued page 3 
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Regents OK dorms, 
downtown campus-
by Cindy Barth 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Board of Regents approved financing on Nov. 1 to 
allow UCF ·to build new dormitories and to convert the 
Carey .Hand Funeral Home into a downtown campus. 
Money for the dorm construction will be raised through 
the sale ofbonds. The projected cost is $1 7 .4 million. Christi 
Hartzler, associate director of housing, said the architec-
\ft· tural work is underway. 'The bonds will be sold in early 
spring," Hartzler said. "As soon as they are sold, bidding 
will take place by construction- companies." 
The new dorms will be built on an 11-acre tract · 
adjacent to Greek Park, along Greek Road to Gemini 
North. The dorms will house 702 students. ''They will 
COMEDY ZONE . .. be apartment-style, with four bedrooms and two baths 
· A game that includes comedy competition?? Of course. In ·this Comedy Spartz game, students in each. Th~ywillalso.haveakitchenandlivingroom," 
. . . · Hartzler said. She said more than 500 people were 
compete with each other on who can be the funniest comedian. See story pg. 6. (John Rivera1P:uTUREJ · 
DORMS continued page 4 
Let the students speak: 14 have say in UCF presidential search 
by Rebecca Falcon · 
STAFF REPORTER 
Fourteen students have been selected for the newly 
created Student Presidential Search Committee. 
These students will be conducting 45-minute inter-
views With each . of the UCF presidential candidates 
and select the candidate that they feel will be best 
suited to represent UCF and its students. 
Chris Marlin, committee member and SG public 
relations director, explained that the questions that 
the committee will be asking evolve from four sub-
topics: minority issues, student input and involvement, 
apathy and marketing of students and their institu-
tion. The topics were created and agreed upon by the 
committee. · 
"I feel it's an honor for these students to be involved 
in shaping the future ofUCF ," Mark Dogoli, chair of the 
committee and SG vice president, said. Dogoli ex-
plained that he has given the committee members a 
profile of each presidential candidate and has urged 
them to carefully review each profile. In addition, 
Dogoli said that he has prompted committee members 
to start asking students what they are looking for in a 
president. This, he said, will enable c_ommittee mem-
bers to make decisions based on the student body as a 
whole and not just themselves. 
''We're advertising meeting times and soliciting stu-
dent reactions," Marlin said. He said the committee 
will be looking for a president to best represent UCF 
and the students, but he has his own ideas of a good 
COMMI'M'EE continued page 4 
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The UCF Computer Store is located across from CEBA I and II, next to Biology. Our hours are Monday through Thursday, 8:30am to 5:00pm, and Friday, 8:30am to 4:00pm. We accept 
cash, personal checks (up to $200), cashier's checks, VISA, and MasterCard. Phone numbers: Store 823-5603, Apple Macintosh Sales 823-5434, IBM Sales 823-5226, Creative (100% IBM 
Compatible) Sales 823-5643, Sun Microsystems Sales 823-5226, and our Trade-in Hotline 823-3147. 
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New-men's clinic focuses on prevention, not cures 
-----------------· . .-_ \ by Jim Poppino 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Tuesday between 4 to 6 p.m. The clinic may expand the that men need to be aware of other threats, such as 
appointmenthoursifthedemandincreases. The men's breast cancer in men. 
clinic is located in the Health Center. MaureenSchaeffer,anursepractitionerattheHealth 
A men's clinic opened at UCF Nov. 5 designed to 
cater to men's personal health needs. 
Jay Herring, a physician's assistant, will run the Center, said she believes that the medical profession 
clinic with the help of another male assistant. Herring has' not done a good job of educating men on health 
said the idea of the clinic will be the same as that of the problems. She also said that the men's clinic will affect 
women's clinic already on campus, but from a male women in that men will also learn of problems that 
Services offered at the clinic include annual physical 
exams, screenings for sexually transmitted diseases 
and the distribution of contraceptives. perspective. affect both sexes. 
Men attending the clinic will be able to learn of 
different methods of contraceptives. The clinic will also 
educate men about breast cancer, testicular cancer and 
the prevention of venereal disease. Methods of detect-
Herringadded that the men's clinic is a new area and Herringagreed that the medical profession has not done 
that there are not a lot of men's clinics across the nation. enough to educate men and added that sexually transmit-
He also said the clinic will focus on prevention and not ted diseases are prevalent in a campus community. 
on acute medical problems. Herring said he was looking forward to a successful 
. ing these problems will also be taught at the clinic. ''The clinic will work with men on their needs and program that would serve a useful purpose for years to 
partners' needs." Herring said. He also said he believed come. The clinic is open by appointment only, every 
COMPUTER TEAM 
FROM PAGE 1 
engineer. 
Robert Fanceschini, a senior 
majoring in engineering, said 
the team composition is an inte-
gral part of the winning game 
plan. "Teams should be balanced 
so that each member can attack 
the problems within his own 
area of specialization," he said. 
For example, he said it would 
not be good to have three math 
specialists on one team since 
there are science and schedul-
ing problems also. Orooji 
added that personalities are also 
taken into consideration so there 
are no conflicts. 
Cross said that the personal-
ity aspect of the team composi-
tion can be critical under the 
pressure of competition. He said: 
''We have to be ego-less. Ifl am 
on the terminal solving a prob-
lem as time is running out, and 
another member of my team 
can solve a different problem 
faster, I have to be willing to get 
of the computer and let the other 
-guy solve his problem." 
Orooji said good students who 
work hard, team planning and 
dedication are factors that con-
tribute to UCF's wining. 
The teams members say 
Orooji and team coach David 
Van Brackle help the team by 
developing problems for the 
teams to practice on. · 
Team members are chosen at 
the beginning of the fall semes-
ter on the basis ofa contest where 
they compete individually. 
The southeast region that, in 
addition to Florida, includesAla-
bama, Georgia, Mississippi, 
North and South Carolina and 
Tennessee. 
Orooji explained that any 
school within the region may 
send teams to the competition. 
This arrangement has UCF go-
ing up against the likes of Au-
burn, Georgia Tech, the Univer-
sity of North Carolina, not to 
mention in-state rivals such as 
UFandFSU. 
Last year, UCF placed fifth in 
the final competition, putting it 
in the top 1 percent world-wide. 
WHAT'S ·HAPPENING? 
Scott Cunningham, Paul Martin and Peter Van Denning perform 'Waiting for Godof' by 
Samuel Beckett, in front of the Library. The project was for an art class. (Charles K. MorrowtFUTUREJ 
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COMMITTEE 
FROM PAGE 1 
president. 
"My view of a good president 
is someone who can carry on the 
progress, the initiative and the 
overall forward looking scheme 
of Steven Altman' [former UCF 
president]," Marlin said. Mar-
lin said that despite the fact 
that a new president is going to 
have new ideas, UCF can be led 
in the same positive direction 
that Altman led it. 
Terri Francis, SG cultural 
affairs advocate and committee 
member, explained that because 
' she is in constant contact' with 
students, she feels she will be 
well informed for choosing a 
presidentbestsuitedforthe stu-
dents. She also said that be-
cause she is a student herself, time, it will be able to choose the 
shebelievessheknowstheneeds best candidate. 
of students. Francis went on to say that 
"[I'm looking for] someone she feels the nominee that the 
who is dynamic and captivat- committee recommends will 
ing," Francis said. "Someone weighheavilyinthefinalchoos-
thatwhenhewalksintheroom, ing of the Board of Regents. 
people go 'Uh! This person is However, she explained the im-
dynamic and the university that pa~t will depend on the way in 
he represents must be dynamic · which the students on the com-
as well.'" mittee conduct themselves. 
However, Francis is con- She explained that when 
cemed about the short amount most people think of students 
of time the committee will have they ask" Aren't they those beer-
to conduct the interviews. She drinking, hippie people?" How-
saysshe'snotsureif45minutes ever, Francis said, "If the stu-
will give the committee enough dents are professional, and they 
time to get to know the nominee. command themselves in that 
"I'd like to be more comfort- way, it will command respect." 
able with the nominee," Francis Marlin agreed and said he 
said. Yet, she explained that if feels that the committee will 
the committee asks sensible have a strong impact on all other 
questions and makes use of the committees' final decisions. 
Hey, 11Pick up the SLAC11 
tuc:i~nt 
:rc:>unc:i 
a.mp us 
- Meeting: Thursday, Nov. 14· 
@. 7 pill, in the UDR 
.. 
-ALL CAMPUS lEADERS 
ARE INVITED TO ATTEND! 
BE THERE, IN THE UDR 
~ STUDENT . GOVERNMENT ~~ 
'V Tk Sf 11'-it gf tk .fta~~t.r [S[I j 
Hosted by Student Body President, Jason DiBona i 
. ) 
DORMS 
FROM PAGE 1 
turned away this semester due 
to housing shortages, even after 
wordhadalready gotten out that 
no more rooms were available. 
In addition, approval was 
wven to renovate the Carey 
I 
$9,995 
HandFuneralHomeon WestPine 
Street in downtown Orlando. The 
regents must still formalize the 
request Once renovation is com-
pleted, the building will be used to 
provideclassesforpeoplewhoworlc 
and live downtown. UCF will use 
$1 million to renovate the down-
town facility. 
'92 Suzuki Swift 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT • 
• WITH THIS AD • 
• • HEADS EAST 
• : HAIRSTYLING 
: STYLE CUT $ 9.95- ~ 
•PROFESSIONAL STYLISTS • 
• 
: WALMART CENTER APPT. OR WALK IN : 
• 10661 E. COL. DR. 282-1754 • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
r-------------------, I · Wednesday Night is. -.. I 
I College Ni.ght.. At.Pi.:zza.z·z I 
I 4088 N. GOLDENROD, WINTER PARK, K-.MART PLAZA I 
, I I 
1 20 oz. Drafts $100! 1 
: 50¢ Pizza Slices! : 
~~~~~~~!~-~-----~-r.:~~J 
if you have experienced downtime ... 
now experience 
uptime 
( 
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Frustrated studeiit gives car boot the boot, pays fine 
by Sandra Pedicini -
" STAFF REPORTER., 
i 
A desperate UCF driver had to pay 
for breaking a boot that had been placed 
on his car tire for failure to pay parking 
tickets Nov. 4. 
Thomas Havens, 21, told police that 
he had come out to his car and had 
noticed the boot. He said he became 
frustrated, picked up a piece of pipe and 
began striking the lock. He said he then 
went to the police department and paid 
his parking tickets, which totaled $125, 
plus $25 for the removal of the device. 
When a parking patroller went to re-
move the device, he found it damaged. 
Havens said he would be willing to pay 
for a new lock. Sgt. SandraMcClendon 
said .the devices ·are used on students' 
cars if thei have a number of unpaid 
parking tickets. 
In other police news: 
• An Osceola Hall resident reported 
20 harassing calls from Oct. 14 to Oct. 
30. The calls were made at various times 
from 9 p.m. to 8 a.m. The caller does not 
speak, according to the police report, but 
instead plays a stereo into the receiver. 
•A police ·officer arrested UCF stu-
dents James Wright, 19, and Daniel 
Pearson, 20, for possession of alcohol 
Oct. 30. The officer saw the two near the 
UCF Arena holding plastic cups. When 
the officer approached, the men poured 
out most of the contents of the cups and 
threw them in a Jeep. The officer smelled 
alcohol on their breath and issued both 
men a notice to appear in court. 
• A UCF student reported the rear 
driver's side window ofhis car smashed 
Oct. 31. Burgess MacN amara told police 
he parked his vehicle on Greek Park 
Drive at about 10:30 p.m. Oct. 30. At 
about 4 a.m. the next day he discovered 
the damage. 
• A UCF student found his 
checkbook and book.bag miss-
ing from his car Oct. 31. Clay 
Scherer told police that he 
parked his car in a UCF Arena 
parking lot at 10:40 p.m. and · 
about 15 minutes later left the 
parking lot and drove to the 
ATO house. At 10 a.m. he found the 
checkbook and book bag missing. He told 
police he had left the right rear passen-
ger door unlocked. 
•Someone stole a UCF student's shoes 
froni a locker room at the Wayne Densch 
Sports Center Nov.1. Management left 
signs in the locker room stating that 
there would be a reward if the shoes were 
returned. Shortly afterward someone 
wrote "I took them and I'm not giving 
them back" on one of the signs. The 
student, Jason Smith, told police that 
the handwriting on the sign matched 
that of a student who had been seen in 
the locker rooin and had told Smith that 
he liked his shoes. The Nike Air 1 70 Air 
Force basketball shoes are worth $135, 
according to the police report. 
•SomeonestoleaµCFstudent'spurse 
from the Theater Building Nov.1. Debi log missing on Oct. 25.-They had been 
Rumph told police that she had got up to stored in CCI-Room 111-lllA and were 
go to her classroom when she remem- last seen in late June 1991. 
bered she had left the purse on a-bench. • Someone fired a BB pellet in a 
When shewentbackshefound the purse windowoftheKappaDeltasororityhouse 
gone. earlier this month. 
•Jeffrey Valentine, 23, was arrested Kristi Klimas, a resident of the house, 
fordrivingundertheinfluenceofalcohol ·discovered the damage in her room Oct. 
on Greek Park Drive Nov. 2. 23. · 
Valentine was stopped after •Someone scraped the sides of sev-
he ran a stop sign. eral cars parked at the Pi Kappa Alpha 
After giving him five .field fraternity house between 11 :30 p.m. Fri-
sobriety tests, police arrested day and 2 a.m. Saturday. · 
Valentine and later gave him a According to· a police report, someone 
breathalizer test. According to had used a sharp instrument to place 
the test, his blood alcohol level deep gouging scratches along the. sides 
.was .177. and hoods of the victims' cars. 
•Four people were arrested on Greek • Someone stole an advertisement dis.-
Park Drive for violating an open con- play from a UCF student's car Oct. 30. 
tainer ordinance Nov. 3. Kelli Murphy, Tracy Carter parked her car in a UCF 
25, Rod Musum, 24, John Waskowski, parking lot at 7:50 a.m. and retumed at 
24, and Eric Erickson, 28, were all given 3 p.m. to find a magnetic sign advertis-
notices to appear. None of the people ing NuSkin products missing. 
arrested were UCF students. · -- ~ •A UCF student reported her bicycle 
•A UCF student reportea her purse stolen from the front of the library ·Oct. 
stolen from the second floor of Howard 30. Lisa Marlene Walsh had parked her 
Phillips Hall Nov. 4. Carolyn Kh3!1 told bike at the rack in front of the library at 
police she had placed the purse on the 9:40a.m.Whenshereturned10minutes 
floor next to a chair in the hall and had later, the bike was gone. 
forgotten it when she walked into class. • A UCF license plate was stolen from 
When she returned to get it a half hour UCF studentJeanifer Eller's car Nov. 4. 
later, it was gone. E11ertold police she had parked in a UCF 
•A UCF employee has found com- lot at 2:45 p.rn. When she returned at 
:putersoftwareandmanualsmissingfrom 6:50 p.m. she found the plate missing. 
the UCF computer services department. •Someone removed the hubcaps from 
. Lisa Wayte reported two computer UCF student Anthony Van Ore's car 
disks, a user's guide and a product cata- Nov. 4. 
••••o••••••••••• 
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Improvisation joins wide world of spottz 
by Je.na Schillings 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
and blue pennants in the audience. These were to be 
used for voting for the team the audience liked best. 
Laughter was in the air last last week in the Student 
Activities Center for students who watched "Comedy 
Sportz," sponsored by CAB. 
Throughout the entire show the audience partici-
pated and stayed involved. The actors would ask for a 
topic on a particular subject, and the audience would 
yell out a topic for them to improvise. 
Comedy Sportz is not typical of stand up comedy. About midway through the game, the score was red 
team 20 and blue team 11. However, the blue team was 
slowly gaining. Iin the end the red team won 20to18 
The improvisational Comedy Sportz forced the actors 
to think on their feet. 
There were eight actors and one referee. With two 
teams, four players on eacb. team, it was the red team 
versus the blue team. In order to win points, the teams 
played comedy improv games against e~ch other. Be-
fore the games began, the actors passed out three red 
According to the referee, James Newport, work-
shops and auditions are held to find actors for the show. 
In November the Comedy Sportz team will begin per-
forming on Monday nights at the Beacham Jazz and 
Blues Club. 
Sponsored by CAB in the SAC, the name of 
the game was improvisation. (John Rivera/FUTURE) 
·oon't 
go out 
without 
your 
rubbers. 
We're talking about 
condoms. 
And we're talking 
about AIDS. 
If you're not sharing 
needles with infected 
drug user's, ·rhere's one 
other way you can get 
I A!DS, aiid that's sex. 
1 Because when ·passed 
I into the blood~t.re~m by i semen. anyboay i$ , ... 
i \.tulnerable to the virus. I There are no vac~lnes I 
! agair1~t AIDS. There are 
! no cure$ for it. I 
I A!!d !f yoc get. you'!l likely die. l 
· 3o if y·)u choose io 1 
ha\le sex, be ;;u~e !··') l 
carry condoms and ~9il 1 
your partnc::r to use I 
. t~1em . 
1_et's face !t if a womar; I 
doasn't lock out for I 
herself, ~O\ .' ccn !;he be 
I ~A··urelaDn~S,~~°'~g;:i~~~? I 
I so cc;; you. 
1·· - -
i If you thi'nk you I I can't get it you're , 
i dead wrong. I L___ ..:_~ ____ _J 
Becau..~ life is the 
greatest gift 
r 
~'s long distance savings plan can take you to this location. 
(~!r:tt.~; AT&T has always helped college students call the places they want to call. In fact, one of our 
savings plans for off-campus students, the SelectSaversM Plan} lets you direct-dial the one out-of-state area code 
you call most often. For just $1.90 a month, and 12 cents a minute, evenings, r:iights and weekends. 20 cents 
a minute, weekdays~ 0 And now AT&T can .take you to another place you've always wanted to go. Just 
enter the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me" Sweepstakes. You could win a trip for you and a guest to any U.S. and any 
European rock concert. All you have to do is fill out the coupon below. 0 So let us help you choose the 
savings plan that's right for you. And then try your luck at our Sweepstakes. Both will be music to your ears. 
To sign up for an AT&T savings plan for off-campus students, call 
1800 654-0471, Ext. 74'37. To enter the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me" 
Sweepstakes, fill out the coupon below. AT&T 
•includes continental U.S .. Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. Savings based on calls over 56 miles. Actual savings potential 
depends on subscriber calling patterns. Processing fee of $2 .00 applies. Day rates apply from 8 am to 5 pm. 
© 1991 AT&T 
OFFICIAL RULES-NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 
1. To enter, handprint your name, address, phone number and zip code on an official entry form or a plain piece of paper. 
Official entry forms can be found In the October 31st, 1991 issue of Rolling Stone, the October 18th, 1991 issue of 
Enrerrainment Weeldy, the November.1991 issue of US magazine, the November/December 1991 issue of u. The National 
College Newspaper and the Fall issue of Directory of Classes. You may enter as often as you wish, but each entry must be 
mailed separately to: AT&T .. IT CAN HAPPEN TO ME .. SWEEPSTAKES, P.O. Box 4870, Grand Central Station, New York. NY 
10163. All entries must be received by December 30, 1991. 
2. Winn.,. will be Mlected In • Nndom dnwlng from •mong •II entries received. Dnwlng will be 
conducted on or •bout .l•n,..rr 15, 1992 by Medi.Americal, Inc., •n Independent orpnlutlon whoM 
declalona •re fin•I on •II rNltt.,. rea.tlnt lo thla -'"'kn. (1) G,.nd Prize: A 4·1111J/3·nltht trip for 
twoto-theconc:.rtofwlnner'scholce•nJWh-lnthecontln-IU.S.,inc:ludln11roundtripc:o11ch•lr 
tnlnapora.tlon to •nd from the nNrest mlllor citJ, first c .... holel accommocldiona, hotel •nd airport 
tninafan,tidwta to the concert,bacbtage/VIPpa .... ,llmouslneaervtc. to •nd from the concert,mNI 
•U-nce •nd alghtuelng; plua • 5·dllJ/4·nlght trip for two to - the cone.rt of winner's choice 
•nywll-ln Europe,lncludlng roundlrip COllch •Ir tranaportMlon to•nd from th• nHrest ~orcitJ, ft rat 
elaaa hotel accommodations, holel and airport tninafers, tick.eta to the concert, backstage/VIP passes, 
llmoualne aervice to and from lh• concert, meal allowllnce, and sightseeing, plus one ,..,._ worth of 
AT&T Long Din.nee Service -rcled .. $800 In AT&T Long Dlotmnce Gift C.rtHicmtff •nd •n AT&T 
Cofdleaa Phone (-1 •pproxlmllte reUJll value of G,.nd Prize= $15,940.00J; (t5J First Prizee: An AT&T 
Cordleaa Phone, W In AT&T Long Din.nee Gift Certlflcllt .. •nd five comp•ct dlacs of winner' choice 
(toa.I reUJll value = $200). All prizea will be --•nd winn.,. notified by rnmll. Trips subject to 
.,..l .. bllltr•ndconflnnllllonofreaenatlona•ndmuatbellllutnbrl>ecember31,111112.Cholceofconcert 
loclltlono la aulljec;tto •rtlata' performmnce achedYles,.,,.l .. bllltr of tlcbla •nd .,._ge/YIP .,.._, 
•ndflnel•-lbyMedl•Amenc.,lnc.Llmltofoneprinper-n.Prizea•rwnontninal.,.ble..,d~ 
au-na or e11ah -!val- •re •II-. T• .... If •nr. •re the rwaponalbilltr of th• indlvld,..I 
wln,,....G,.nd~eWlnn••nd.....icom.,.nlonrnQ"be•abdtoexecute•nmff"ldnltofelltlbilltr•nd 
........ Grand Prize Winner and trllWI companion consent to the u• al their ... m .. and liken• .... 
far publlclty or trade py._.a wltltout furth., com.,.nutlon. No rwaponalbllflr la aaumed for lost, 
m-rectedora.teentriesorm•ll. 
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The Central Florida Future 
Health services cost 
more while students 
receive less services · 
W hat one thing is all of America consumed with? Money, and lots of it. People play the lottery. People play their money. Money is 
stacked, counted, hoarded, killed over, part of 
pillaging and perhaps the greatest love of some_. 
Why do people want it so bad? Because many 
Americans have decided that to have money is to 
have the world. So, what's the point? The point is 
that money is something everyone has in common 
and out of this base can spring discussion. 
On the UCF campus, students are paying $41 
for their Health Fee. Well, the Health Fee is going 
to have a healthy increase. Actually, the increase 
is only $2, $2 less than the proposedjump to $45 
per semester: Now, this may not seem significant 
to you (personally speaking), but consider: 
1. The Health Fee has been increasing steadily 
over the past two and half years, outstripping 
inflation. 
2. Services have changed. It used to be that you 
apply your Health Fee to almost any service; blood 
tests, etc ... Now the funds are put toward the 
CHAMP test and x-rays, ONLY. 
3. Open hours have decreased to save money'. 
4. Reserves exist for tight times and for commu-
nity services. Are the times n(jt tight now? We are 
the community and we should be served without 
having to pay, pay and. pay some more. 
OK So what we have here is a facility that is 
open less, offering less services for the fees already 
paid, and we, the students are paying MORE. 
Why? 
Supposedly the Health Center needs funding to 
begin a psychiatry program, to hire. a full time 
physician, to pµt money into operating reserves 
and to have money for community programs. 
No offense, but if you have to pay anyway, most 
people will go off campus, because with the current 
method of using the fee, most' people will have to 
pay anyway. 
It is not a pretty sight. · 
The Health Center, admittedly is in a tough 
position. The university is growing and it must 
strive to meet the new demands. But with the 
increased population to handle there are also a 
greater number of people paying tuition, equaling 
more funding in the general pool. UCF is turning 
people away from attending. How about we accept · 
these borderline candidates and charge THEM the 
extra for their health fee. They can pick up the 
extra community services while they're at it. 
The Health Center has a budget of about $2.2 
million. Whether this is adequate remains tO be 
seen. But what is for sure is that somewhere along I 
the line, the students started getting less for their 
dollar (and this when their dollar should be worth 
even more). Students would like to see the old 
services returned. We understand that it costs to 
run the facility, but let us apply OUR money tothe 
services which we need the most (which doesn't 
include x-rays for most). 
What can students do? 
Not much. The best thing to do is to let the 
university know that you don't like the size of the 
fee and/or that you don't like where it is going. 
Nothing is for free, and no one expects ~t, but let's 
not get less for more. 
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• REFUNDS FOR LENO? 
Editor: 
I must admit, I was impressed 
when I learned that Jay Leno was 
performing for UCF s homecoming. 
I was so impressed that I accepted 
having to pay $7 to see him. I figured 
that having a first-class performer 
like Jay Leno meant that CAB was 
becoming a first-class organization. 
I was wrong. 
To me, first class means accept-
ing the responsibility for mistakes. 
CAB made a series of mistakes that 
resulted in mynotenjoyingthe show 
in the slightest. The first few were 
minor inconveniences and served 
only to annoy me (something I'm 
used to after five years at UCF) and · 
demonstrated the incompetence of 
CAB. 
By far the biggest mistake of the 
evening was having a totally inad-
equate sound system. Now every-
one makes mistakes, and I don't 
expect CAB to be perfect, I think 
that they should just take responsi-
bility for their mistakes by giving 
me a refund. I paid $7 (alumni paid 
$15) to see a comedian that I simply 
COULD NOT HEAR! After 20-25 
minutes, I went up front and joined 
the hundred or so people trying to 
get a refund. I was told by a police 
officer that I would have to wait 
until Monday to talk to someone and 
that I had to leave or sit back down. 
Since I was with a group of friends, 
and had no way home, I werit and 
sat back down. 
On Monday I went and talked 
with Mr. Jimmie Ferrell (director of 
theStudentCenter). He agreed with 
me that I deserved a FULL RE-
FUND. He we~t on to say that IF he 
had been at the Arena on Friday, he 
would have given CASH REFUNDS 
on the spot. However, Victor Collazo 
was the only person at the Arena 
during the show and he not only 
refused to give out refunds but would 
. 
Letters 
I 
not even take down the names of 
people who requested a r~fund. 
On Wednesday, Mr. ' Ferrell 
called to let me know that he had-
decide.d not give any refunds, using 
the excuse that since I cannot prove 
that I was truly dissatisfied with 
the show and requested a refund 
only 20-25 minutes into the show, 
they decided not to give me one. In 
other words, CAB made TWO seri-
ous mistakes. One which resulted 
in my not hearing Jay Leno, and 
the other which prevents me form 
getting my money back. This is 
probably the first time in history 
where TWO mistakes actually 
make a right! I can get refund from 
a movie theater easier than this, 
and they're out to make money. 
The STUDENT Center is supposed 
to serve the students. 
Until the Student Center learns 
to deal with its mistakes by accept-
ing responsibility for them, UCF 
will always be a second class uni-
versity. 
Michael Gardener 
electrical engineering 
• CHILES HAS FAILED 
Editor: 
This is in reply to Savannah 
Miller's article in The Future on 
Sept. 26 titled "Foreign Language 
Requirements." 
It is really a shame that a single 
person can make decisions that al-
ter one's career and the future of 
our kids. Chiles has failed in the 
administration to Florida's educa-
tion system. Here at UCF, you and 
I only experience the impact that it 
has had on us directly. There is 
great loss and setback all over the 
state. If the University needs to cut 
our budget, then I feel that the 
entire curnculum of ALL colleges 
should be evaluated. 
There are few classes in every 
November12, 1991 ~ 
program that are not really appli-
cable to that major. If the state is 
havingfinancial problems, then they 
should reduce the obvious curricu-
lum, foreign language.Not to totally 
abolish the program, but to only 
require it to those who really need it. 
Yes, this will upset the people that 
have . already taken the required 
courses, however, we are in a time of 
crises, and changes have to be made. 
I think it isl udicrou.s for this univer-
sity to not offer classes over the 
summer. This is a cbmmuter college 
and people who aFe ·Working their 
way through are forced to extend 
their educational cateer period. 
I have been a part time student 
since 1985 and have been in the 
Florida education system since 1987, 
therefore I am still required to take 
a foreign language. I would be able 
to graduate this Spring if were not 
having to take the language require-
ment. · 
I strongly feel that the foreign 
langtiage requirement .should be 
lifted until the state can stand on 
solid ground. · 
Jonathon Hartman 
mechanical engineering 
•GIFT OF GOD 
Editor: 
I'm writing in response to Jeff 
Hunn'sarticleonOct.16. He claimed 
thatJesusisdead.Actually,Jesusis 
alive and will be forever. He is sit-
ting at the right hand of God, and he 
does heal and forgive. Ifhe doesn't 
forgive, then we would all go to hell 
for eternity. Forgiveness is a free 
gift of God to all those who seek to 
obey Him and spend eternity in 
Heaven. We need to pray for Jeff 
Hunn that he will come into the 
light and receive the gift of God. 
David Schober 
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Term limits not the answer for what ails U.S. Congress 
Roy Fuoco 
SEEING THE LIGHT 
T o say the reputation of the United States Congress · at the moment is poor is like saying hat the Arabs and the Israelis have disagreements, which is to 
say both are understatements. But Congress, which is 
supposed to represent the people, is truly a reflection of 
the people. A demonstration of this can be seen in the 
recent outcry for term limits. Congress is very adept at 
looking at a problem then avoidingitwith diversions. The 
idea for term limits does the same·thing. 
Term limits is an attempt to solve the problem with 
Congress, but it avoids the real problems and creates 
more. 
Proponents of te:rm limits say that the founding fa-
thers never en visioned the idea of professional politicians. 
They claim that the founding fathers wanted citizen 
congressmen.fmnotsu.rewheretheygotthatidea, butifyou 
look at the practices of these men themselves, you see the 
practice of being a professional politician began back then. 
Take Thomas Jefferson for example. Jefferson began 
his political career in the early 1 770s and finished in 1809 
when he stepped down as president. That marks a career 
'P'J~&Malt'-s ·DlV'IAi@~ 
t4EY EV£RY80DY! 
TH IS IS -ro~MY 
BAVARD! 
in politics of nearly 40 years. Washington, Adams and 
Madison all had long careers in politics. 
Now I know what you're saying. Jefferson was an 
architect, farmer, etc. also. True, Jefferson was more of a 
renaissance man than today's politicians. But that does 
not change the fact that ·many of the leading founding 
fathers were, in fact the equivalent of today's professional 
politicians. · 
So it's easy to be suspicious when claims are made that 
the writers of the Constitution thought people would 
serve a few years then return to their former profession. 
Term limits would increase the power of bureaucrats, · 
unelected staffers and political parties. A candidate would 
be more dependent on the party to get elected. Now 
increased power of a party is not necessarily bad. It may help 
to keep the two parties more focused what they really stand 
for. But the increased power of bureaucrats and staffers is 
least desirable and the biggest problem of term limits. 
Chances are many staffers would stay on as elected 
offiCials come and go. Newcomers would be dependent of 
these people because of their knowledge of Washington. 
As we saw in the Clarence Thomas hearings, loose-
. cannon staffers is one of the biggest problems in Washing-
ton today. 
As more of a turnover increases, more power would 
gather at the many unelected officials that reside inside 
the beltway. 
Just like there are good and bad mechanics, good and 
bad doctors, good and bad lawyers, good and bad almost 
every other imaginable profession, there are both good 
and bad congressmen. Having term limits that would 
force out the good with the bad, is not going to solve the 
problem. 
What's going to solve the problem is for the·American 
people to take a more active role in knowing about the 
issues, parties, government and the elected officials. 
Knowing all of these together is important. By knowing 
the issues, both sides of the issues and not just the 
propaganda that each side will spew out, will enable the 
voter to vote intelligent candidates that support policies 
that they agree on. · 
Voting for a liberal congressman and a conservative presi-
dent, or vire-versa, is one of the problems today. Checks and 
balances aresuppo~d to be between branches of government, 
not between political parties. The check on parties is supposed 
to come from the voters at election time. 
The remaining problem that concerns Congress is its 
obligations to special interest groups. An educated and 
interested electorate will help this. Congress is not going 
to start paying attention to the voters until the voters 
start paying attention to it. Term limits won't solve any of 
these problems 
A CONTINUING DARK COMEDY SERIES BY 121169K755RS31 
Exploding carp seek out unsuspecting Italian motonsts 
Dave Barry 
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES 
C oncerned? You bet we are concerned, here at the Bureau of Fish and Gaine Acting Weird. Our first inkling of 
trouble was when alert reader John Wilkinson 
sent us this news item from the Italy news 
roundup in a newspaper called The European: 
"Carmen Malavasi, 54, was riding her 
moped alongside a canal in Suzzara, Milan, 
when a huge carp leapt out of the water and 
hit her in the face. She lost control of the 
moped and-ran into a c·ar, which crashed into 
a lamppost. Both she and the car driver were 
taken to the-hospital." · 
This is chilling news, because until now 
the carp has been considered a friend to man. 
There are many recorded instances when a 
swimmer was drowning, and along came a 
carp, which realized what was happening 
and swam off to get help. Of course within 
seconds the carp completely forgot its mis-
sion; we're talking abm~t animals with th~ 
brainpower of cashews. But at least they 
never did any actual harm, until this moped 
incjdent. 
You are saying: "Yes, but that was just one 
Italian Carp, probably acting on its own or at 
least with one or two accomplices." Well, perhaps you 
will change your tune when you read the following 
news item from The Times ofLondon, sent in by several 
alert readers, concerning an incident in the town of 
Walthamstow, England: 
"A fish breeder watched in dismay as the beautiful 
Koi carp, swimming gracefully in his garden pond, 
began blowing up, scattering multicolored scales all 
over his garden." 
The breeder suspects that the carp were affected by 
a chemical in the pond. His wife is quoted as saying: "It 
sounds crazy, but they literally exploded, leaving lumps 
offish all around the pond.''. 
Your natural reaction, of course, is: "What is this 
chemical, and why don't we put some of it in the U.S.: · 
House of Representatiyes swimming pool?" 
· No! Your reaction is to realize that, according to 
Newton'sTheoryofEvolution, the next logical develop-
· ment is carp that can both leap AND explode. This is 
especia1ly alarming in light of the fact that many hotels 
now have decorative carp ponds in their lounge areas. 
It's only a matter of time before a sales professional, 
unwinding after a hard day of trying to grope the · 
cocktail waitress, is reduced to thousands of tiny pro-
fessional shards by a pond-to-air Scud Carp. Granted, 
he will have deserved it, but innocent furniture could be 
damaged. 
And as if that isn't enough, we also have this situa-
tion with the alcoholic marmots. We refer to a news 
report from The Fresno Bee, written by Gene Rose and 
sent by alert readers, headlined: MARMOTS GET-
TING HIGH ON COOLANT. The article states that 
the marmots, which are members of the ground-squir-
rel family that look kind of like Walter Cronkite, have 
been gnawing through car radiator hoses so they can 
drink the ethylene glycol coolant and get snockered. 
"The marmots have apparently be-
come ethylene glycol junkies," a wildlife 
biologist is quoted as saying. 
xxx 
4'. WARNINGTOYOUNGPEOPLE:Do 
;.,~'": NOT try this yourselves. For one thing, 
radiator hoses are very hard on your teeth. 
xxx 
.. 
. Any police officer will tell you there's 
no point in trying to reason with drunk 
marmots. The best way to handle them, in 
our opinion, would be to hire Gay Balfour of 
Cortez, Colo., who has invented a machine 
that sucks up prairie dogs out of the ground. 
·We're not making this up, either. Prairie 
dogs are little underground rodents that 
look like a kind of Walter Cronkite and are 
sometimes a hard-to-get-rid-of nuisance. 
So Mr. Balfour invented his vacuum ma-
chine, which was the subject of a Denver 
Post article, sent in by many alert readers, 
· featuring a photo of a man sticking a fat 
hose into the ground and vacuuming prai-
rie dogs into a huge yellow contraption. The 
article, written by Kit Miniclier, states that 
this is a harmless procedure wherein the 
prairie dogs "are literally sucked out of 
their homes into a roaring 300 mph wind 
tunnel and deposited inside a truck with 
hundreds of their equally bewildered col-
leagues." 
This procedure would definitely sober up the mar-
mots. But the questions we must ask ourselves, as 
ecologists and animal-rights activists, is: Would it also 
work on our son? We're thinking about the problem of 
getting him up for school. This is very difficult because 
he is held down by the strongest force on Earth, Bed 
Gravity, which renders him incapable of doing any-
thing except shout, "I AM getting up!" every five min-
utes. He can keep this up for hours. Vacuum power 
could be the answer. 
Us: Robert! Get up RIGHT NOW! 
Robert: I AM get. .. 
Vacuum: WHOOOOOOMMM 
Milliseconds later Ol!r son, traveling at 300 mph and 
looking like WalterCronkite, wouldarriveatthebreak-
fast table. Wouldn't that be great, parents? It would 
mean a brighter future for us all, unless we -are killed 
by carp. Pass the radiator hose. 
Ed.Bowes 
CAMPUS COMMENTARY 
R ecently, California Gov. Pete Wilson vetoed a certain civil rights bill that would have pro-tected homosexuals againstjob discrimination. 
This, of course, outraged the homosexual community to · 
the extent that they will have to try even harder in their 
lobbying efforts to get such a bill into law. 
Supposedly, homosexuals in this nation are dis7 
criminated against in the work place. 
Recently, a whole new attention has been drawn to 
the subject of sexual harassment. Many columnists are 
· suspecting the sexual harassment issue to dominate 
certain lawmakers' agendas well into the '90s." The 
NOW gang will more than likely be at the forefront of 
this issue, as they attempt to influence lawmakers into 
passing legislation that will temper the desires of 
certain males in the work place who sexually harass 
their female co-workers. 
. For the longest time, the homosexual advocacy and 
the feminist movements have driven similar vehicles 
in their attempts to influence political thinking in this 
nation. By proposing civil rights pills from here to BFE, 
they have hoped to gain a shield that would protect 
them from all this so called discrimination. Now, how-
ever, we get to witness an interesting crux in the 
development of liberal advocacy forces in this nation. 
Take for instance the fictitious business offices of 
CARELESS Inc., North America. There are many 
employees working for CARELESS Inc., of which six 
·are of some importance: Lori Lesbian, Donna Dyke, 
Matt Manly, Felicia Feminist, Harry Homosexual, 
Steve Straight and Billy Bigot. Actually, Lori Lesbian 
and -Donna Dike aren't that important, but they're 
always fun to mention. · 
Harry Homosexual is very disgruntled because he 
feels lie was discriminated against when Billy Bigot, an 
employee with less tenure than he, was promoted over 
him. Harry Homosexual f~els that the reason he wasn't 
promoted was because he is a quee~. Furthermore, 
Billy Bigot has been giving Harry Homosexual difficul-
ties for a long time. Therefore, he feels discriminated 
against, and deprived of his civil liberties. 
Magic's message for the '90s: A condom 
a day keeps the Grim Reaper away 
Charles K. Morrow 
ROCKN' THE BOAT 
M agicJohnson is alive and well. Contrary to what all the other media coverage has implied. With the exception ofhis appear-
ance on last Friday's "Arsenio Hall Show," everyone 
has talked about Magic's disclosure of testing positive 
for the HIV virus as ifhe is dead and gone. "NFL Live" 
paid a tribute to Magic and finished the segment with 
his portrait over a pastel-background, the only thing 
missing was his birth and death years. 
Magic Johnson is not a hero of mine for his accom-
plishments on the court but for what he does off the 
court. Now that he has taken this challenge head on by 
becoming the spokesperson for AIDS, the people in this 
nation might finally start to WAKE UP AND LIS-
TEN! 
Magic just might be able to do something that two 
other heros could not. Ryan · 
(hetro-homo) sexual encounter. If you contract HIV you 
won't receive a cure any time soon. · 
But ... 
If you become an active soldier in the war against 
AIDS the tide will begin to tum. It's easy for UCF 
stud en ts to get involved. (I'm assuming here that there 
are not many intravenous drug users on campus. 
That's a whole different disease.) 
Don't engage in sexual activities wjth someone you 
are not familiar with if you can't resist the temptation 
to bag her or him, wear a condom. Or insist the he wears 
a condom. It is unrealistic to think that young Ameri-. 
cans won't have sex. 
You can enroll in an HIV-AIDS education class upon 
request. The class cove'rs the basics of prevention, 
transmission and commonly asked questions about the 
virus. For more info you can call the American Red 
Cross at the Health Services Department of the Cen-
tral Florida Chapter at 898-4141. 
Young people are goingto bump uglies like they have 
always done. Just do it smart. The birds and the bees 
have gotten deadly. So Guys, make sure you always 
White and Kimberly Bergalis ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
have access to condoms. Gals, make 
sure you always insist on using 
condoms. (Remember girls, men 
hardly ever think properly when 
received media attention, but 
their stories failed to move the 
nation into action. The media · 
has as much to blame for this. 
The birds and the bees have 
gotten deadly. sex is involved. They use the wrong 
head.Sogetyourowncondomsjust 
to play it saf~.) . Ryan and Kimberly were never . 
national sports heros. They are just plain heros, not by 
design but only because they were thrown into the 
spotlight by the carelessness of others. 
Magic may be the only one of the thousands, if not 
millions, that have contracted the HIV virus and can 
turn that type of defeat into total victory. He may have 
already started the momentum that might get this 
nation of apathetic losers into motion. 
That's just what we have here. An entire nation of 
apathetic losers and do-nothings or elected officials 
that say HIV is a disease of homosexuality. The medi-
cal/scientific community has long since warned that 
anyone that engages in sex could get this virus. You 
probably won't know that you have it until it's too late. 
It does not matter if you get HIV through shooting up 
with a dirty needle, picking up a prostitute or a casual 
That is the new message from Magic: If you are going 
to have sex, take the proper precautions. The AIDS 
epidemic has been blamed on the homosexuals long 
enough. Take charge of your own destiny and don't play 
sexual suicide. Get yourself tested for this virus, espe-
cially if you have been in high risk situations. 
I don't care about the sexual preferences of others. · 
I'm not in the judgement business. But if you are going 
to be a stupid human on this planet by having hazard-
ous sexual encounters, save yourself the hassle of a 
slow and painful death and shoot yourself in your 
useless head. Or you can be an intelligent person 
(college students are supposed to posses this quality) 
and practice safe sex or abstain from it altogether. Do 
it for Magic's sake and Kimberly's and Ryan's, but 
mostly for your own. 
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. NAKED EXPRESSION 
A fter an incredible seven and a half years "pros-trate to the higher mind," my academic experi- · ence would finally become personified by a 
single word in my final semester by a_ Spanish instruc-
tor who would successfully convince me that a 
"demasiado" was a '57 Italian sports car (a feeble 
attempt at foreign language humor), and would also 
pronounce upon us (the class) the curse of being guilty 
of OBLOMOVISM. 
This is true and, at first, we all thought that our 
mother's were being called names. However, when 
-clarified, we were all instructed that the word, oblomov, 
was a the name of a novel by a Russian author named 
Ivan Goncharnv ... we (still the class) laughed all over 
ourselves and all thought in unison, "If this kind but 
. overtly progressive professor of ours expected us to 
believe that the word oblomov was anything more 
than a nasty Spanish word that we all were·too lazy 
to look up, then he probably also expected us to take 
up the~ flute and, only after translating Dylan's 
"Subterranean Homesick Blues" to Spanish - be 
ready to croon gently the tune under the heat-stroke 
Central Floridian day" ... Gads. 
Butthereallyinterestingpartis comingup. I found 
the book "O blomov" in my stash of"Russian literature 
that I'll proQably never read" collection. After looking 
the word, oblomov, up in my dictionary, I found that 
it meant, roughly, couch potato. That's right, couch _ 
potato. 
Well, now feeling closer to Goncharo*'s word wiz-
ardry, I felt compelled to read the damn book. And, 
veterans of Russian literature, you know very well 
that even a dose ofDostoyevsky or Turgenev has been 
known to tame the most wild-eyed teq~guzzlers. 
And, friends, I made it exactly to page 39, at which 
point the verbosity began to beat my cortex into a wad 
of Jell-0 .... "This Alexeyev, Andreyev, Vassilyev, or 
whatever his name is" NO MORE, PLEASE MR. 
GONCHAROV!! 
' Though still, the word oblomov (much like the 
name, Captain Gorton) would not leave my cortex, 
but I was damned if I was gonna' read 485 pages of 
miserable Russian satire for a chance to understand 
my existence as a student. 
Nay, my thoughts were thus: this author from the 
mid-1800s found one really cool word and used it for 
a title just to trick his Russian compatriots into 
buying and reading a horrible satire so they, as he 
insinuated on cable TV, could find out what an oblomov 
was and thenhang out at the progressive bars and call 
all the Marxist revolutionaries oblomovs. 
.I know this to be true and, because I am certainly 
one of the ~ost generous writers you have ever 
known, I have prepared the Official Oblomovite 
Self-Test (simply titled "How to Identify the Oblomo.v 
Within") thus allowing the reader to successfully 
label other people as such while diggin' the progres- · 
sive scenes while in the greater Orlando area. * 
The Test 
5. If you are reading this article at Club Spacefish or 
something like that to build your vocabulary and 
sharpen your grammar, you, indeed, are an oblomov. 
However, if you're reading this-in the can at Club 
Spacefish to pass the ti.me, you're OK so far. 
4. If you have any books by Ivan Goncharov in your 
place of residence, you, reader, are an oblomov. If, 
however, your home literature entails a pile of Archie 
Comic books, you're still in the game. 
3. If you stay home to watch the New WKRP in 
Cincinnati or the Old What's Happenin'? sit-corns to 
get an edge on clressware culture, you're a oblomov 
who should be Maced. Others are still in the game, 
2. If you are an editor or a would-be editor who thinks 
he/she has even a remote chance of editing this 
rambling banter and arrive at a coherent and cogent 
work of literature .... oblomov! 
1. Finally, if you, the reader, can take one moment of 
you:rtimeto sit down and write a five paragraph letter 
to the editor as to why Naked Expression should be 
forced to repeat COMP 1, you indeed will be dubbed 
Executive Oblomov of the greater Orlando area and 
shall make many incredibly alternative friends 
this weekend at the expense of the Marxist Revolu-
tionaries. 
TheCentralFlorida_Fut~e 
GREEK CORNER 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
Congratulations A TQ I Football: A TQ 14 
AXA 7, Wed. 4pm Semifinal Football. 
Sat. Tailgate with Mil, Post game with 
LX @ the House. Russel, did you stay 
out of the campfire@ Campout? 
DEL TA SIGMA Pl 
Hang in there pledges. Hope your books 
are done! Wed. is the deadline fer prizes. 
. The auction is Saturday, coat and tie! 
Thurs. is the Great Am. Smokeout! Hope 
you enjoyed the holiday! 
· LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
A Belated Congrats to Brother Rick 
Bolinger-UCF's Homecoming King '91. 
Congrats to ATQ F-Ball. Yes folks, the 
miracle has happened, AXA Lost its first 
tournament game in four years. But don't 
worry, they'll be back better than ever 
next year. Great job swimmers-another 
1st. Lock in is now Sat. the 16th after the 
game. AXA-getting even better! 
PHI DELTA ·THETA 
Phi Delt pledges would like to thank Neil. 
Here's to a successful Parent's Day (I 
hope). Hey, how about a little road trip to 
Miami and raise some hell with Emil and 
the Flu Brothers? 
Pl KAPPA ALPHA" 
WOODSER is Nov. 23rd Everyone come 
where there is a "Pike in Every Bush". 
this is the PARTY of the Year and one 
that is not easily forgotten. Thanx Broth-
ers, Light Up Orlando kicked! Too bad 
ATQ can't play volleyball as well as they 
throw eggs and eat footballs! Congratu-
lations to all the newly elected officers! 
Thanks Joe, Britt, Jon, and Fav for a 
great-job!! 
Pl SIGMA EPSILON 
Great job this weekend n:rn ! Regional 
Convention was excellent!Thanks Kevin 
and everyone who helped (take a deep 
breath)! M & Southeast Region are #1 ! 
Tailgate Party this Sat. 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
1:YYNA-Let's get it together. Sig Ep Ban-
quet is Nov. 23. Tradition continues: 
Contact Scott for information. Congrats 
Sig Ep football on a great season. 
ZETA TAU ALPHA 
Congrats to our 2 Miss UCF Finalists 
BOB & Amy. Frat Man-Tomorrow Nite 
7:30 sharp! Pig Roast-Around the Cor-
ner-Any Questions-See Christy. UCF-
Are U ·ready for Week #7? We are!! 
ZLAM! 
CLUBINF.O 
AIR FORCE ROTC 
All 9adets, attendance af this week's 
PFT is r:nandatory. AS200s, your scores 
will count for your WPSS selection. Good 
Luck! Do your BESTI 
The 1st Annual AIAA Car Rally is here! It 
is open to all clubs and ·organi4.ations. 
Entry fee is $10. All proceeds will go to 
needy famiiies. Be sure to· bring a cas-
sette player. All sorts of fun, prizes, and 
it's for a great cause. To be held Sat. 
Nov. 23. Call George@ 678-9614. 
A.A MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY 
12-1pm STUDENT CENTER BLDG 
ROOM211 
ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIETY 
Meeting at 5:00pm SOL Tues. Nov 12 
Think Globally Act Locally! 
Can you help? Reach out for Community 
Outreach by donating canned foods 
through the Council for Exceptional 
Children's Canned Food Drive until Nov. 
22nd. Drop sites are located in the Edu-
cation and Administration Buildings. CEC 
says, "Thank You." 
. ROQMMATES 
NEEDED: Responsiblefemaledoglover 
to share 2BR duplex $250/mo. utilities 
included. Clean, quiet, mostly furnished, 
washer/dryer, all kitchen gadgets, cable, 
and more. 2 miles from . UCF. CALL 
DANA 678-4395 
Wanna Live in Cha them Landings? Own 
bedroom, your own bathroom, pool, 
raquetball, exercise room. $300 a month 
+ 1/2 utilities. Male or Female. Call 381-
2658 and l_eave a message .. 
Roommate Wanted for 2/2 .house off 
Dean Rd. Furnished except bedroom. 
Non-smoker likes pets. Available Decor 
Jan, M/F Please call 657-0020 after 5 :30 
for more details. 
Roommate needed M/F to share a new 
2BD 2BT Dublix Contemporary Furni-
ture, must be clean neat 2 miles to UCF 
$295 month Call Bill 679-4812 
3bdrm 2ba Furnished House 
Suncrest Village $230/mo 
& ·113 utili~ies . Call 644-7082 Lv Mes-
sage 
F NS doglover needed to share 2/1 near 
UCF. $225 rent $150 dep. Avail Dec. 1. 
Call Ellen 249-0668. 
FNS to share 3 bdrm/2bth apt. Own 
room $195+ 1/3 utilities. 366-2617 
Roommate Wanted- Share 4Bdr/2 Bath 
Lakefront Home 2 miles from UCF. 1 Bdr 
-$325/mo+ 1/2 util. 679-6261 
Female Nonsmoking roommate wanted 
to share 3bdrm/2 bath quiet house near 
Fashion Sq Mall Wood floors, Wash/ 
Dry, AC, Dishwash, Microwaves, Spa, & 
dog. $225+$25 elec. 896-3790 
Are you looking for a responsible room-
mate you can trust? Help! I would like to 
share a nice aptlhouse in Orlando, Win-
ter Park or UCF areas. I am a friendly 
nonsmoker with a sense of humor who 
needs to move soon! References on 
Request I have a very small cocker 
spaniel, quiet, loveable, and house-bro-
ken. $300 including utilities Call Lisa at 
382-5526. 
M/F Roommate Wanted to sh.are a house 
or Apt. near UCF. Must be responsible, 
neat, nonsmoker. Call 695-7838 any-
time. Leaye Message. 
For Jan92 22yr-Fem~le & Cat need a 
Home. Sha.re room-$125/own room 
$185/mo trained & orderly-Message 823-
7965 
. . 
. FORRENT 
Clean 2 story townhouse for rent! 2 bed-· 
room/2 bath. Walk to school. Backs up to 
Lake/Preserve! All appliances, including 
washer/dryer, microwave, and dish-
washer. $450 per month. Call John at 
886-9579 
2 Bedroom Townhouse Foxhunt 246-
1075 
. RENT SPECIAL DURING NOV & DEC*** 
For Rent 2 bd/,2 bath washer/dryer, full 
carpet, & kitchen, across form UCF, pri-
vate building in , good clean condition, 
· $425mo, deposit, no pets, call 823-9268 
212 apt 1 mi for.m UCF. Dishwasher, 
wash/dry, AC, fans. $450. 365-7532. 
Furnished 4/2.5 Home., Rustic setting, 
enclosed pool. Available in Jan to July. 
$800/mo. Call Alvin at 699-1403 or 
X2216. 
2 Bedrooms 2 baths Central A/C & Heat 
Kitchen w/ Frig. Cable TV in living & bed. 
115W . .6th. St. Chulota $400-Month Jim 
Alexander 65 7-1004 
Apt. for Rent, 2b/2ba, Great location 
Walk to school. Brand new carpet, $450/ 
mo. Call Jerry P.' 321-7343 or 1-800-
777-4366 push 2 (pause) 839 
~ 
3Bdrm 2Ba 1-4/Lee Rd. GreatArea Large 
$600, Avail. 12/7 897-3300 
VGood Cond 212th, Cabridge Circle Off 
Alafaya, W/D, Range, Mierow, Ref, AC/ 
Hea, Cable, etc. Call Troy 381-2701 
1,000 2 ft. 2Bdr. 1 Bath Duplex, Walk to 
·campus, private parking: 12185 
Diogenes Ct. Central Heat-Air,· well 
tended large Yard, frost free Fridge, Dis-
posal-Dishwasher, New Carpet, New 
Drapes. Call after 7pm:327-0884 
FOR SALE 
Used CD's $5/each If interested Call JJ 
282-5246 or 256-8132 
For Sale Olivetti ET115 Typewriter $250 
IBM Selectric II Typewriter $150 Tunturi 
Exercise Bike $100 366-8236 
Matching couch, loveseat, & chair $200 
Call 365-5722 
Bed. Twin Size. $50. 671-9733 
1987 IBM Model 515hEpson Printer 
LX-86. Software: Lotus 1-2-3, Word Per-
fect, & more. For Details Call 275-7561/ 
Leave Message. 
VCR Mitsubishi Stereo, Remote $150 
Desk, Very Nice $80 
Dining Set, Wiker, Glass, Chaim, $150 
Shelves (2) Coffee Table $100 
Bed New Queen Size $100 
Call Fred 380-0173 
Men's Bike $35, Wood Coffee Table 
$20, Brand New Side Lamp $25, or ALL 
for$70 Call 658-1881 After5pm. 
"New Avia Shoes and Sportswear-Lim-
ited Supply-Also Small Fridge Great 
Condition $75 obo-Call 365-7270 
I 
AUTOS 
1986 Mazda RXTGXL Sspd Fully Loaqe.d 
Avg Miles New Tires Exe. Cond. Asking 
$7500 682-1603 Leave Msg. 
82 Scirroco, Good Condition, Runs 
Strong. Asking $1400 Phone: 380-0173 
. .. 
HELP WANTED 
RPS NE!:DS PIT PACKAGE HAN-
DLERS FROM 3-7 AM $7 PER HR CALL 
297-3715 
Attention Advertising & Marketing Ma-
jors! The Central Florida Future is look-
ing for motivated individuals to sell ad 
space for the newspaper. ·Gain Experi-
ence & Make Money! For more informa-
tion call 823-2601 ! 
HELP WANTED! Make up to $5000/mo 
or more recording video cassette tapes. 
Free details! Call today! (813)852-8837 
(ext. JH13) 
Cleaners wanted for swimsuit-lingerie 
house-cleaning service. Excellent part-
time money. 1 (800) 255-2780 
Phone Rep no exp. necessary, Day or 
Night shifts. Top Commission paid + 
bonuses. Call 382-4850 or apply at 1417 
N. Semoran Blvd. Suite 216 9am-5pm 
WHY BE an UNHAPPY WHOPPER 
FLOPPER? Part-time help wanted/flex-
ible hrs. Air Conditioned Office. Earn $4. 
to $7 Hourly plus commission. Call for 
more information-Limited Openings. 
6.71-4111 
Summer Management Opportunities 
Available! Students earn 7-14 thousand 
dollars this summer, as well as gain 
valuable business experience. This sum-. 
mer, be your own boss! Please contact 
The Works Corporation 1-800-443-3059 
Part-time Employment Available as a 
company representative for the Works 
Corp. $6 per hr. flexible hours, start 
immediately. Call 1-800-443-3059. 
ATTENTION: Excellent Income 
November 12, 1991 10 
TERM PAPERS, Resumes, anything you 
need typed! Everything LASER 
PRINTED Call THE CORPORATE IM-
AGE 679-7179 
Professional PC SERVICES 380-7429 
TYPING-Rush Projects Accepted. WPS 1 
Accurate I Affordable Cindy I 365-4863 
Typing Term Papers Resumes Theses 
Professional; Reasonable Rates Call 
Barb 339-0653 after 5:30pm 
Term Papers, Resumes, Done on Word 
Processor $3-4 per page Call 699-4201 
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY WORD Pro-
cessing I Laser Printing 
Personalized Productions 679-738-2 
TYPING-Rush Projects Accepted. WP51 
Accurate I Affordable Cindy I 365-4863 
TUTORS 
for home assembly work: INFO. 504- -SAT ACT GAE GMAT CLAST PREP. 
646-1700. DEPT. P307 Educators, Not Just Tutors. General 
Math: Through Trig. Open Enrollment 
Flexible Classes 249-4070 
WANTED 
MASCOT AUDITIONS Guys & Gals, 18 
yrs. and older with at least 2 yrs. exp. 
(English or Western) Pick up your appli-
cation at the Wayne Den sch Sports Cen-
ter today! Fill it out and mail before Dec. 
1. Questions? Please call 898-2304. 
10SPD Bike Preferably Multi Terrain 
suited for a short female with either black, 
gray, or pink color. Must be in good 
condition. 24" bikes considered. Call 823-
4392 Leave Message. 
Wood Rocking Chair F9r Refinish & 
Present-Not Too Big-Message@ 823-
7965 
SERVICES 
FLIGHT .INSTRUCTION · 
Lower rates. Quality instruction. Can 
BASIC, COBOL, FO~TRAN, MODULA-
2, CGS3000 CONSULTING. 249-1724 
OTHER 
Come and Check Out the Fall 1991 
CAR SHOW, sponsored by The 
Central Flori~a Fuiure, on NOV 18, · 
on the Green, local dealers will have 
their cars on displays. Also there 
will be lots of PRIZES and FUN ! ! I 
RAISE $500 .. $1000 .. $1500 
FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING 
for your fraternity, sorority team or 
other campus organization. Absolutely 
no investment required! 
Call 1-800-950-8472 ext.SO 
LONELY•'s 
teach all ratings. Contact Kyle at 876- , Singles Date Line local or across .us 1- . 
'4640 or Shelly at 380-7150 900-776-LOVE Ext 524 $2/min. 24 hrs. · 
I 
TYPISTS 
STRAIGHT "A" TYPING*382-9665 
WORDPROCESSING & 
PJ1ESENTATION 
SPECIALISTS 
IBM and Macintosh computers. 
Laser printing, copying, and binding. 
TYPING SERVICES - Call Nancy at 
679-4006. 
PRO WORD PROCESSING 
We Can Do Anything You Want 
No Job is Too Large or Too Small 
PER PAGE/From· as Low as $1.00 
24 Hrs. 7 Days/wk 
HOT LINE'. 407-423-8078 
All Work Guaranteed • Fast * Accurate 
WP.EDITING: APA. MLA,etc. 366-0538 
WORDMASTERS. 2n-9600 
Student documents and resumes. 
Same day s~rvice available. IBM/AT, 
Word Perfect 5.0 
IBM letter quality/laser printing. 
Fast*Professional*Accurate 
PERSONALS 
Attn~ Student Government, -Lt: 
Blanton, & the UCF Police Dept: Uni-
versity Theatre Association wishes to 
.thank you for helping to make the 
Haunted Forest a success. 
Brett, I need you. Forget Ramon. Sneak 
away to Tampa w/ me this Sat. $20 for 
Bus & Admission to Busch Gardens. 
Sign Up Now in the SC!! Meet me in the 
Jungle, Tarzan• Barbi 
America Needs Industrial Engineers to 
improve quality of prOducts & services, 
expand manufacturing capabilities and 
increase productivity of. our workforce. 
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGI-
NEERING offers BS, MS, & PhD de-
grees in IE. Call/Visit Mr. Fernandez or 
Dr.. Mary Danzat823-2204 for more Info. 
Mr. Fernandez and Dr. Mary Danz will 
tell you everything you always wanted to 
know about majoring in Industrial Engi-
neering - but wer~ afraid to ask! Call 
them for info at 823-2204 
BABE, It starts with a D and ends with 
an US? OK OK OK. What's the word? 
Tell me!!! Waiting, DITTO 
< 
(. 
( 
) 
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By Bill Cushing 
D ~~;E:~;:r~~!~i;i:r+~:~ 
tation of Christ." 
The controversy was derived more from a mismatch 
of opinions between those whose faith felt threatened 
and those whose First Amendment rights most certainly 
-were. The movie itself was, ultimately, a stinker. The 
important thing here is that, at the same time as the 
release of"Last Temptation," a film came out of Canada 
by the name of "Jesus of Montreal." 
Written and directed by Denys Arcand of Quebec, 
"Jesus of Montreal" opened to North American En-
glish-speaking audiences during September 1989. 
The story revolves around a Montreal priest who 
hires a local actor named Daniel (Lothaire Bluteau) to 
infuse new life into the boredom surrounding the tradi ~ 
tional "Passion Play." Daniel first hires two actresses to 
help him in the task: Mireille (Johanne-Marie Tremblay), 
whose maternal nature is a natural extension of the 
Virgin Mary, and the flawless beauty Constance 
(Catherine Wilkening). 
What the local clergy don't count on is how Daniel 
will rearrange the show in.several ways. He rewrites the 
story in such a way that it pulls the audience into the 
play, then throws in some of the latest theological 
interpretations of the circumstances concerning the 
crucifixion. The show becomes a local success, based as 
much on the graphic and horrifying pbysical aspects of 
the story's depiction as on the intensity of Daniel's 
acting. 
But then strange things begin happening. The bound-
aries between reality and illusion begin breaking down, 
and Dani el' s life be gins running parallel with that of the 
Savior. 
It begins when, angered by the treatment Constance 
receives during a television ad tryout, Daniel begins 
turning over tables, props and camera and sound equip-
ment on the set in a scene bizarrely similar to what 
Christ did to the moneychangers in the temples of 
Jerusalem. · 
When word of the content of his show reaches cleric 
authorities_, Daniel is suppressed in a reaction not unlike 
that which Jesus received from the Jewish elders of his 
time. The priest who initially hired .Daniel eventually 
becomes his own Judas, and an attorney, trying to cash 
in on Daniel's new popularity, begins tempting him 
with high-powered lunches and young women and, like 
the Devil during Jesus' 40 days in the desert, even tells 
, Novem r 12, 1991 , 11 
Daniel, while sweeping an ann across the Montreal 
skyline, "T.his could all be yours." · 
Although both Scorsese and Arcand are similar in 
that both are lapsed Roman Catholics; the similarity 
ends there. The way the two interpret Christ and his 
travails are night and day. During its Cannes Film 
Festival showing, "Jesus of Montreal" received a two 
minute standing ovation from the 2,500 journalists 
gathered for the screening. 
Now "Jesus of Montreal" is back in the area for a 
single night screening tomorrow night at the Atlantic 
Center for the Arts in New Smyrna Beach. Showtime is 
set for 7 p.m. and admission i·s only $4, far less than a lot 
of inferior films now making the rounds. 
For an experience that is both visually and emotion-
ally unsettling, see this film. 
,. 
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HASA brings entertainment 
and aw-areness of hispanic 
· cultures during festival 
The Hispanic American Student Association showed their 
ethnic pride and great food thoughout Hispanic Awaren~ 
month. HASA ·will coutinue the fun and edutainnmen,t with 
the Spanish fair, which is an event for Hispanic Awaren~ 
Month, will be on the Green, Tuesday Nov.19. 
BUY ONE 
6 11 SUB 
~~-~~~~~t: AND ANY SIZE DRINK REGULAR PRICE 
GET ONE FOR 99¢ 
of equal or lesser value 
"(with.this coupon only)" 
235 University Park. 679. 6120 
(Between Waccamaw & Baby Super Store) 
,--------------------, 
I I 
)! i 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---:--~~~~~-----"! I 
$3BUCKS 
$3BUCKS · 
' $3BUCKS 
------------------------------
THAT'S RIGHT!! 
ORDER ANY lARGE PIZZA AT 
REGUlAR PRICE AND RECEIVE 
YOUR SECOND PIZZA OF EQUAL 
OR LESSER VALUE fOR $3 BUCKS 
<Cl • 
. lsevs 
- --p1zz.narL 
''Where . Quality Is A Tradition'' 
·'268-5555 ' 282~0505 
Titusville Orlando 
•NOT VALID WITH OTHER COUPONS· 
It's nothing personal against your classmates. It's just 
that Ronkin gives students the skills, practice and support 
needed· to gain an edge in the competition for graduate 
school admission. Sure, you want your fill-' 11---
classmatcs to get in. But don't you want I ONKIN 
the Ronk.in advantage for yourself? 
·call Ronk.in today. _ f uc m fITlfiTD 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I" I . 
I 
_ 111 ___ • GRE, GMAT, MCAT, and LSAT preparation!! 
NKIN ·Learn how to take the test to get your best score! I • Research & Reading skills I 
___ Leant how to Read & Research more effectively! I 
fllWllllL nllP . 
• Grad School Entrance Counseling! 
FREE Learn how Jo choose the right Grad school for you! I 
Diagnostic Test · . - I 
1 and Consultation! Longwood • 407-831-8833 _J 
~--------------------
STUDENT; 
LEGAL SERVICES 
~ tS 
PROBLEMS WITH? 
•LANDLORDS 
•INSURANCE 
•CONTRACTS 
•POLICE 
NEED? 
•A WILL 
•NAME CHANGE 
•UNCONTESTED 
DISSOLUTION · 
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STUDENTS 
WITH ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH 
AS LANDLORD/TENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL, 
TRAFFIC & UNCON1ESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED 
STUDENTS CAN RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRE-
SENTATION FREE OF CHARGE. 
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT: 
m CALL 823-25~8 OR STOP BY SC210, MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM-5PM 
-
• 
• 
I' 
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Driving songs tum ·our highways into 'Death Race 2000' 
By David Shoulberg 
MUSIC DIRECTOR 
I was driving last week, as I often do, obeying most 
of the traffic rules, when all of a sudden I heard my 
song! I heard the one song that will tum me into a 
crazed-speeder, running stop signs, aiming 
for pedestrians and the like. Every driver 
. has the one driving song that can be mind-
altering. 
My song happens to be "Road House 
Blues" by The Doors. When I hear this 
song, I roll down my windows and acceler-
ate. Period. Bottom line. I can't control it. Last time the 
song came on I was diiving. down University Boule-
vard and by the time I looked at my speedometer, I was 
going 75 and climbing fast. Sweat was pouring down 
my face, and for all practical intent and purpose I was 
Jim Morrison! · 
Before I knew what I was doing, I was pouring 
shots of whiskey on the dashboard, .rolling joints with 
my toes and having a menage a trois in the back seat. 
I was The Lizard King! My car was anemissaryoflove 
and anger all at the same time. It was powerful! But 
alas, all good things must pass, and the song faded out. 
Wiping the sweat from my brow, I put my seatbelt 
back on and kindly asked the women in the back seat 
to leave. I had been out of control, and now it was over. 
As I slowed for a red light, over to my left was a beat 
up Duster with a weathered bumpersticker that read 
" ... anarchist aboard & permanent floating beer party." 
Inside the car was a guy, not more than 25, who was 
eating the upholstry and ramming carrots in his body 
orifices tothetuneof"Kick Start My Heart" by Motley 
Crue. I suppose that was his song? 
Just when I had my driving song problems under 
control a random flick through the radio dial brought 
on U2 's "Desire." Crap, the only other song that drives 
me nuts, not five minutes after my last exercise in the 
obscure. My foot was as heavy as Anita Hill's accusa-
tions, I was starting to bury the pedal. I was swimming 
in my bodily secretions. As the frenzied 
pace of the song built I was so-exhilarated 
that I never had a chance to notice the cop in 
the rear view mirror. 
Sitting by the side of the road, nailed 
for speeding, I was busily trying to pull the 
radio out ofniy dash. It was the devils PA 
system, and it no longer had a place in my automobile. 
The police officer walked toward my car, ticket book 
in hand. I could see his ball-breaker grin a mile away. 
I offered my license and registration, ·when all of a 
sudden, like a heavenly savior, the officer's radio 
screamed out! 
"All Officers! All Officers! We have "Radar Love" 
_by Golden Earring on WDIZ FM ... Please act accord-
ingly!!!" . 
With that important message, the cop dropped my 
information onto the shoulder of the road and fled. He 
jumped into his police cruiser, flipped all the sirens and 
lights on and began clocking himself with the radar 
gun. It was truly amazing to watch! While he was 
occupied with what appeared to be his personal radio 
driving song, I gathered my belongings and split. 
What did this teach me? 1. To take the radio out of 
my car, or only listen to talk radio while in transit. (You 
would be wise to follow my example) 2. I am not Jim 
Morrison ... and finally 3. Everyone has a driving song, 
and if . you can learn to use this information to your 
advantage, yon ~fP Onf': <;;lf'TI ::ihfW1 "f thp O'~fl"!P 
Jim Mo~ison can still bring sweat and uncontrolable 
Urges 20 years after his death. (Elektra Records) . 
DON'TB DRUNK!! 
. . ' 
You can 
to an 
. Orlando Premiere 
SHOWING 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13 
at 8:00 p.m. 
You could win a pair · of tickets to a special 
advance-showing of Martin Scorsese's "CAPE 
FEAR," courtesy· of The Central Florida Future. 
Trivia challenge:We're looking tor good ideas-
NAME ONE OF DEN/ROS' OSCAR WINNING ROLES. 
Just stop by The Central Florida Future editorial 
office (located next to the art domes on campus) 
today only and answer the trivia challenge to 
win your free tickets. 
Hurry. Tickets are limited and will be awarded 
on a first-come, first-serve basis. 
., 
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'Life doesn't get any better: especially if you' re not too drunk 
Can Orlando ever compare to the social intensities of hotbed towns like Tampa, Athens and Seattle? 
The Underground Scene 
by Anthony Torres 
Orlando is nice and dandy with 
its own little scene developing to 
what it will be. And you are en-
couraged to be a part of it. 
Every now and then thoughts 
rushoverwhatitmustbe liketo 
live in such hotbeds as Athens, 
Georgia, or Seattle, Washington, 
or elsewhere in the U.S. of 
America, my country that I'm so 
proud of and will stand to defend 
and never ever.ever dare to dis-
grace. Whiteys, well, that's some-
thing else off thjs article's topic: 
Leave Athens to Georgia and Se~ 
attle to Washington. Leave Else-
where to me. Tiris is an in-depth 
portrait of what's going on in dif-
ferent markets that aren't local, 
but in keeping with Collage( vein 
to stay hip to local happenings, 
are from the mouth of the respec-
tive areas locals. 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS ... 
Famed cud-buster G.G. Allin 
played at the 1033 Oub on 1033 
Avenue E. Adam Rocha, my 
contact, was supposed to screen a 
film before G.G. took the stage. 
Adani didn't though, as "I was 
100 miles away. My friend had 
an art showing. I was too drunk to 
make it." G.G. did do a #2 on 
stage, and caused a mini _riot after 
throwing an amp through a car 
windshield. Adam mentioned 
something about skinheads_ being 
lined up on one side of the road 
and G.G. on the other. Ahh, the 
Final Bloody Mutilation has com-
menced. 
Student Nurses ~· ~~Air Force needs 
you. As an Air Force nurse · 
$ 
officer, you can enjoy great bene-
fits, including- complete medical 
and dental care. Plus 30 days vaca-
tion with pay per year and ongoing 
professional and personal oppor-
tunities to advance. Bachelor's 
degree required. Serve your coun-
try while you serve your career. 
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
TOLL FREE 
1-800-423-USAF 
Sale 
NEW 92 NISSAN PICKUP . NEW 92 NISSAN SENTRA E. 
NO TRICKS• NO ~IMMICS • NO DEALER ADD ONS 
~!~ Paymttnla based on 60 months at 12.25-t. APR $0 Down . Tax, lag & admlnlslrallon lee W.A.C . 
UN1VfflSITY 
~ . NOltt1' 
~ ~l~~~N 
HWV. 50 
In other related scene news, 
Adam will not be going to Kuwait 
to work for $30 an hour building 
public outhc:mses. His car broke 
down, and he's slowly sinking into 
debt His phone seIVice may re cut 
off, so don't re surprised if you hear 
no more from San Antonio. 
RICHMOND, V A. .. Noonere-
ally big has gone through. A close 
blood related contact told me· that 
his apartment was 20 degrees in-· 
side and that a girl he partied' with 
had died from a fall off a building. 
And that he has given up selling 
pot and took up drinking pard Ii-
quor. Only now he is trying to go 
straight in attempt to keep a straight 
memoiyofwhatisgoingonwithhis 
phone bill. 
TAMPA, FL ... This is the last 
scene report for this week. Seems. 
that Erin wentto a party with a girl 
named Glee who pretended to be 
drunk and slutted like a Greek 
Park Drive whore. From eyewit-
ness accounts, Glee was on top of 
a blond boy, kissing him. The 
crowd was urging the blonde boy 
to "copulate" with her. Erin, ever 
the good friend, pulled Glee off 
the boy, who was trashed on beer 
and pot. The hostesses' mom got 
high with her daughter's friends 
and moved on to party in Y-bor 
city, A lot of people were drunk. 
Well, there you have it. 
Seems that not much else is dif-
ferent across the spectrum of this 
great land I call home, where the 
deer and buffalo used to roam, 
and still would be if some one 
hadn't shot them all down. Ahh, 
enjoy your life as it is. 
If you consume alcohol ornot, 
take the old Milwaukee/Jeffery 
Dahmer brew slogan to heart: Life 
just doesn't get any better. 
Call'l-800-854-1234 
for your FREE 
30th Anniversary 
Official Spring 
Break 1992 Guide! 
IJESTIN1\ TIO:\'. l)t\'i'TUi'\t\ 1• •. 
Ccm\'L'l1lio11 & \ 'i;.ilor'-. Burl\lu 
l'.O.Lk1'-'Jlll 
:i:· 
r----------------------------, 
I I . I 
I BUY ONE · I BUY ONE 6 11 SUB 1 I Footlong Sub or Salod and any size drink al regular price I and any size drink al regular price 
GET ONE FOR 99~ I GET ONE FREE! . 1 I of equal or lesser value I of equal or lesser value I 
I One coupon per cuuomef ptr Ont C(V;>On Pl" Cuibtnllf Pf' I v111f Doubltme<ilavo~abltol EXPIRES "i'i1.0oubl•m110IOYOilobleof + ' 
,I :~~fi~.,~;;,.h~·d,..~ C.1:J~I11Jj\Y# 
11122191 
; :~~.~~~~.1~-i~ ~11J:illf;f# ~l~;;/~~S I 
L-------------------~--------~ 
' 
• • 
I I I> ~ 
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Tickets soar forAIDS benefit Concert at Rollins !AHEAD _--~ -~ 4--~ -~-~_2_1 !_~_i~--~----- -~~I 
By Bill Cushing dents sets by two of the best mid- BluesFestootheRollinsCollegecam-
TOOse in the Central Rorida area Roridajazz vocalists. Orlando's own pusthefollowingSunday.Stagedfran 
will have the opµ:>rtunity to close out Jacqueline Jones, a woman as oom- 0000 until 8 p.in., tickets will be $7 for 
November and enjoy what warm fortable with blues as she is with scat students, $8 general admission or $10 
weather is left with two day-long fes- and other jazz fonnats, is scheduled to at the gate. 
tivals scheduled to take place on the perform and, according to Highlighted·by Atlanta's Tinsley 
campus of Rollins College. CENTAUR 'sDebbieTucci,has given Ellis (who will JX!Ifonn ooth anaoous-
On Sunday Central Rorida AIDS her support to similar events for the tic set along with the Midnight Creep-
Unified Resources Inc. and radio sta- past three years. ers ), Lucky Peterson, and 
tion WLOQ are Sµ:>nscring a jazz · Tickets are on sale through CEN- Jacksonville's Blues Boy Wonder 
festival from 1-8 pm. that will feature T AUR offices (849-1452) as well as Derek TruckS, the event will also fea-
Richy Kicklighter along with scme of otherarealocations.However,salesin tore Noble ''Thin Man" Wans, Troy 
the best Florida talent the past few days have been brisk in Turner, the Moon Dogs, the Fabuloos 
Ticket prices. are $5 advance sales light of the recent news oonf erence Horny Toads and the Groove Mon-
and $6 at the gate, and theproceeds are · held by L.A. Laker Earvin "Magic" sters. 
slatedforareasupportgroupsofAIDS Johnson and his HIV-{X>Sitive test re- Tickets are on sale through ei-
sufferers. sults. ther the Junkyard or at Peaches 
The· daylong event, while head- That's what John Lewis and the reoords. 
lined by national recording artist gang at the Junkyard have planned as For lovers of live music, it is, in-
Kicklighter, will also give area resi- his outfit holds the first Central Florida deed,, Christmas in November. 
TUESDAY, Nov. 12 P.M.SAC. 
LovE Goos IN LE1suRESurrsAND DEAD "RETURN OF THE JEDI" -9 P. M. SAC. 
SERIOS - 8 P.M. SCA. 
ViEDNESDAY,Nov. 13 
INTERNATIONAL FotK DANCE OF OR-
LAND0-11 A.M. TO 1 P.M. SC GREEN. 
/ 
11STARWARS"-6:30AND 9 P.M: SAC. 
THURSDAY, Nov. 14 
"THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK"- 6:30 
SATURDAY, Nov .. 16 
"WILLIE WONK.A" - 1 AND 3 P.M. 
SAC. 
SUNDAY, Nov. 17 
"PORKV's"-6:30 AND 9 P.M. 
SEARS !JA'l.1®~ presents 
53935 
(Mfr. #WP-2200) 
. . , ·:OF· 
MESTER PROJECTS 
"Soles tax. delivery or installation not included in minimum monthly payment shon>n. 
Your actual monthly payment con vary depending on your account balance. 
NEW! 
WORD PROCESSOR 
WITH PULL DOWN 
MENU AND DUAL 
SCREEN CAPABILITY 
• Easy read 5 X 9-in. CRT display 
• Uses standard 3.5-in. floppy disks 
• GrammarCheck includes 70,000 
word "wordspell:' redundancy 
check, . more 
• Double column printing 
$14 per month-" , on Sears-Charge PLUS 
8001 S. qRANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL (407) 826-9600 
\ 
I 
'11 I I 
I 
..... - .. ~ • - # ... "' ... 4 _... • .., ....... 
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LIBERTY 
FROM PAGE 20 
ell said. ''We had the wind go-
ing with us in the first quarter 
and we scored 21. They had it 
in the· second and got seven 
points. They had the wind in 
the third quarter and got 10 
points and in the fourth they 
were against the Wind and still 
got seven but that was a lucky 
one. Their quarterback was 
scrambling around." 
Liberty entered the game 
with a four and four record but 
their four losses came against 
strong I-AA teams including a 
34-35 loss to James Madison, 
who defeated UCF earlier in 
the season 49-31. 
The Flames i;iveraged 308 
yards a game prior to the UCF 
game on the arm of junior quar-
terback Robby Justino. 
UCF's defense allowed 
Justino to throw for 369 yards· 
but also hauled down a school 
record five interceptions with 
strong safeties St~ve Wright 
VOLLEYBALL 
FROM PAGE 20 
when the score reached14-9. 
There was a controversial 
·call on a game point for UCF 
and after deliberation between 
the line judge and the referees 
and a side out was called. 
But Rollins could not capi-
talize ·on the opportunity and 
and Eric Buckley, linebacker 
Bobby Spitulski, cornerback 
Walter Gibson and defensive 
lineman Bob Knott each re-
cording one. , 
According to McDowell, it 
was the defensive pressure put 
onJustinoratherthan thewind 
. sheer that led to the Liberty 
turnovers. . 
''We were in his face on all of 
them and we deflected one of 
them," McDowell said. "He's 
(Justino) a geod quarterback. 
He threw about 50 times but 
he only completed 50 percent 
of them." 
Liberty · came back from a 
21-7 halftime deficit to capital-
ize on blocking a UCF punt on · 
the Knight's nine yard line and 
picking up a fumble on the 
UCF 30 yard line to score 13 
points in .the third quarter. 
Both teams scored a touch-
down in the fourth quarter with 
the Flames final strike coming 
on a 81-yard pass from Justino 
to David Beezer with 36 sec-
onds remaining in the game. 
UCF pulled out the win, 15-9. 
Immediately following the 
match, head co·ach Laura.Smith 
honored the seniors for a job 
well done that will result in 
UCF'Participating in post-sea-
son play. 
UCF loses five seniors to 
graduation; Miriam M~tzcus, 
Linda Santiago, Lisa Peterson, 
.Kathy Fill and Shannon Pack. 
The UCF football team _r~turns home for their final game of 
the year against Millersville Saturday night. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE) 
Abusive fan behavior problem 
brought to stirface by complaint 
by Dave Meadows 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
Members of the UCF Athletic Department 
and Student Affairs met Thursday afternoon to 
discuss a growing problem of abusive fan behav-
ior at sporting events and to entertain possible 
solutions to the problem. 
In an Oct. 14 letter addressed to interim 
President Robert A Bryan, a UCF sports sup-
porter said she was "very glad that Samford won 
the football game the other night. The verbal 
abuse the guest team endured during the game 
was very uncalled for. 
''The students called the guest team members 
homosexuals, continuously called out team mem-
bers' numbers and told the boys 'suck you' and 
'f- you'. During a very lovely rendition of the 
"Star Spangled Banner," the students, in what· 
appeared to be a drunken state, sang the song off 
key and out of sync with the band. When the high 
school team finished performing at halftime and 
were walking back to their seats, the students 
had rude comments to make to them." 
Assistant athletic directors Charles Gesino 
and Art Zeleznick expressed their concern for 
eliminating rude and obnoxious behavior from 
belligerent fans without quenching team spirit. 
''We want to treat people as our patrons; we 
want to treat people as our guests," Zeleznick said. 
''But we can't allow them to abuse other people's · 
rights; you can't abuse authority like that." 
Gesino suggested the use of student security 
[T-shjrt]patrols,publicannouncementsandother 
measures to alleviate the problem. 
Vice President for Student Affairs,Dr. Le Vester 
Tubbs, however, said that these measlires have 
been taken in the past but so far have failed to work. 
''This is something that has been going on for 
several years now and it's just been steadily 
getting worse," TuJ:?bs said. "If we don't do some-
thing about it, the whole [athletic] program is 
going to suffer for it." 
''Because It's A Jungle 
Greg Mason, the coordinator for Greek organi-
zations, pointed out that the problem has not been 
exclusively with the students . 
"I've been to all of the home games except the 
Samford game," Mason said. "Some of the people 
I've seen acting that way are people that I don't 
even recognize; but I can tell you, some of the 
people that are causing the problem aren't stu-
dents, but parents of students." 
Gesino said some of the culprits have said that 
they were instructed by the football coaching staff . 
to behave as they have, but "that's totally false." 
"I know how [UCF athletic director and head 
football coach] Gene [McDowell] feels about this," 
Gesinosaid, "andhe'sjustasappalledbyitas we are." 
McDowell did not attend the meeting but did 
address the issue during football practice earlier 
in the week. 
"Thefanswhoareatthegamesshouldcheerfor 
our team, not against opposing players and 
certainly not against their fans," McDowell said. 
"Sportsmanship should apply in the stands as 
well as on the field." 
The UCF campus polic€ will act as security 
guards during sporting events conducted at the 
new UCF Arena in order to prevent the same type 
of problem that has occurred at the Citrus Bowl. 
''We'll have one posted on the lower section 
behind the home team's bench, one behind the 
visitor's bench, and one in the upper deck," 
Zeleznick said. "If there is a problem, then it will 
b~ up to the security officer as to what kind of 
actiol1, if any, needs to be taken." 
Dr. Tubbs added, too, that groups may be held 
responsible for individual behavior at future sport-
ing events. · 
"If the students involved are members of an 
organization on campus, then they may face the 
possibility of having their privileges suspended," 
he said. 'We may have to go through due process 
to do that, but I think we have to get the message 
_across that people will be held responsible for 
their actions." 
Out There.'' ~~~ 
Seafood • Chicken • Ribs • Burgers 
(407} 366-6225 
Serving Dinner from 4:30 P.M. 
829 Eyrie Drive, Oviedo, Fiorida 32765 
112 Mile I\. Of Red Bug Rd. On Aloma (426) 
HAPPY 
BOUR 
DAILY 
-
4:30 - 7:00 
10:00 - 12:00 
• 2 FOR 1 DRAFTS 
• 2 FOR 1 HOUSE WINE 
• DOUBLE COCKTAILS 
- , 
r---------------~---------~---------, 
\ !\: Y(!UR NEXT V!SlT. 
PLE.--\SE El"Jl!Y A. 
C\!~II)Ll~ IE\:T-\1\\' 
.--\rI'ETIZER OR l!ES~ERT. 
~2LJ t\Til· llri\·l· 
l J\ i1..•dt i."fl lricLl )~{()~ 
(407) 366-6225 
~-----------------------------------
Jock Powell is one of lhe little answers 
lo !he big problems facing every com-
~ uni~ in America. And because !here 
ore more people lhon problems, 
lnings will gel done. Al/. you hove lo 
do is somelhing. Do onylhing. To find 
oul how, coll I (800) 677-5515. Bike Works Now at 
. ' ' P?!~TNS ?: ~.I~~T . 
Do something good. Feel somethlnti real. 
·9100 E Colonial Drive 
.:· Orlando, FL 328_17 
::::·: (407)275-3976 . 
Two Locations 
·1118/KE WORKf• 12473 S Orange Blossom Tr. Orlando, FL 32821 
(407)438-8484 
I ( 
•\, 
,, 
• 
DEFENSE 
FROM PAGE 18 
said. "But different teams have 
different needs. If given the right 
defensivescheme, wheretheycan 
fill a specific need, they could be 
outstanding players. 
"They both play the run and 
the pass equally well; they both 
work hard and have a good 
knowledge of the game." . 
The Knights will lose "Spit" 
to the pros after this season, 
but Number 10, Scott Ariail,· 
will step up to soften the blow. 
Playing in the shadow of 
Hamilton and Spitulski, the 6-
0, 210-lb. junior from 
Bainbridge, Georgia, is second 
on the team in total tackles 
with 65 . 
"He's been very quietly hav-
ing a good year," McDowell said. 
"Heworkshardforus;he'soblivi-
ous to pain and, believe me, he's 
felt a lot of pain this year. 
"He doesn't mind getting hit 
and he loves being the one doing 
the hitting." 
In addition to his fine defen-
·WANT YOU!!! 
NEEDS: ALL INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS. 
FOR WHAT? TO HELP ORGANIZE THE 1992 NATIONAL COOL CONFERJ;NCE. 
HOW? 
WHEN? 
COOL: (11.) ~amp us Outreach Opportunity league; a 
national, non-profit organization that promotes and supports 
student involvement in community service and volunteerism. 
ATTEND THE CONFERENCE ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING. 
THURSDAY, NOV. 14th AT 6:00PM IN SC Rm 217, 
BEFORE THE SLAC MEETING. 
For ntore Information: 823-5 I 07 SHERRY In the Clubs v~ ~ ~ ~ & Orgm1b..aticms Office 
NEEDS: INDIVIDUALS 
FOR WHAT? TO ORGANIZE VOLUNTEERISM ON CAMPUS. 
HOW? 
WHEN? 
ATTEND THE VOLUNTEER UCF ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING. 
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 13th AT S:OOPM 
IN THE SC, ROOM 214. 
1',or more lnlor111al1011: 'VIJ.'I "'~~! ! 
_ U23-2633 
NA'l'Al,IE 
UNDSEl' 
~ •••••••••••••••••••••••• CAB •• 
;r:r ·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·= -:-: h••·~·--·~ UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD 
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• 
Opt~metrists 
Pharmacists 
~~· Physician 
.. - Assistants 
~ Plan a future that soars. 
Take your' science-related degree 
into the Air Force, and become an 
officer in the Biomedical Sciences 
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll grcm 
faster-you'll work with other dedi-
cated professionals in a quality envi-
ronment where your contributions 
are needed. 
In short, you'll gain more of every-
thing that matters most to you. You 
and the Air Force. Launch now-call 
USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS 
TOLL FREE 
1-800-423-USAF 
--- -
---- -==============~=·=-=--=~j=;:=> 
Higb .. Bne.rgy, low impact 
workout 
First class free! 
Oviedo Recreation and Parks 
1600 Lockwood Blvd. 366-7000 x660 
Mon, Wed, & Fri llam -12pm 
Tues & Thurs 9afil - lOam 
Mon, Tues, & Thurs-4:45pm - 5:45pm 
Arrive early to fill out registration and healthy history forms 
before class! 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES. 
If you're a freshman or sophomore with 
good grades, apply now for an Army 
ROTC scholarship. It pays off during 
college. And afterwards. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
Call: CPT Lemelin, 823-2430 
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Spitulski, Hamilton, Ariail_ 
combine to give UCF title 
of Linebacker University 
by Dave Meadows 
, ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
Linebacker U. 
Must be talking about Penn 
State, right? Not exactly. 
Imagine yourself playing 
quarterback for some unknown 
NCAA Division I-AA-school from 
some far away place. You're en-
gaged in a contest against the 
University of Central Florida at 
· ~ the Florida Citrus Bowl. 
You trot out onto the field, 
strapping on your helmet and 
sticking in your mouthpiece as 
you go, confident that you will 
complete the task that lies be-
fore you. 
The coach has called a play 
he knows will work;allyouhave 
to do is execute it. 
· You step up to . the line of 
scrimmage, directly behind your 
center and look across the line 
to -read the opposing defense. 
Youlooktoyourleftandstare 
rightinto the face ofNumber 56; 
you've watched him on film all 
week, but you had· suppressed 
the thought of meeting him face 
to face. 
Next, you look straight ahead 
and your pulse quickens as you 
see Number 42 poised and ready 
to blitz. You want to call an 
audible, but the lump in your 
throat muffles your already 
timid voice. 
Finally,youlooktoyourright, 
hopingtoseethelightattheend 
of the tunnel, but finding in-
stead the headlamp of an on-
coming train - Number 10. 
Common sense .tells you to 
call timeout and haul ass to the ~ 
locker room as fast as your legs 
will take you. But your coach, 
who doesn't have to face these 
guys, takes precedence over com-
mon serise, and he's telling you 
otherwise. 
Without further adieu, you 
call 'hut' and take the snap from 
center. 
· It's an easy play: the wide 
receiver runs a slant pattern, 
you drop back three steps and 
hit him over the middle with a 
short pass. 
But when you look for the 
open receiver, you see Number 
42 barrelingioward you with a 
full head of steam, and the only 
two things between you are air 
and opportunity. 
Desperation forces you to run 
for your life;· you scramble to 
your right, hoping to buy a little 
time, but find yourself cut off at 
the pass by Number 10. 
You plant to make your 
throw, or !ather, you're frozen 
in your tracks; you fire a lame 
duck just as you're sandwiched 
between your two pursuers. 
When you regain conscious-
ness, your teammates inform 
you that your pass was picked 
off by Number 56. 
The preceding scenario may 
only be make-believe to you, but 
•"• i• ALO MA JANCY ~· 
• Animal I Bird Hospital i• 
3370 Alo ma Ave. (East of EW Beltway) 
10% OFF ALL SERVICES WITH THIS AD 
PICK. UP AND DELIVERY AVAILABLE' 
3535 W. Colonial Drive • 299-5900 ORLANDO, FL 
+ We guarantee to beat any other price. 
+ OfficialSponsor ofU.C.F since '85. •--'-·,··.:c.<';°cJ7.;:;:;•:;::~"3) ~~EI . '..:t~::i:~L~ , 
· ,rC!JSTOM11 ii t !Mil_, j f' . · 
+ Come and Visit us on Monday Nov. 18 on the 
green and recieve a free gift. 
+ Offical Sponsor of UCF since 1985 
QUALITY CARE 
+ Special offers only for UCF 
d cul (w/valid stu ents fsr. Fa tyuCF ID> 
+ Easy financing & Excellent 
Service 
Senior all-American linebacker Bobby Spitulski ~tares through the Georgia Southern offen-
sive line. Spttulski had a sack and interception versus the Eagles. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE) 
for many quarterbacks and with 140. A pre-season hamstring in-
other offensive players who've With 126 tackles in nine jury kept the 673, 220-lb. Or-
opposed the UCF Fighting games this season, he willlikely lando native out of the first two 
Knights this season, the see- breaklastyear'smark. His three games this season, but he has 
nario is a hard-core reality. interceptions tie him for the sinceretumedtohisjuniorform. 
The U CF line backing corps team lead, thereby demonstrat- 'The pro scouts just love him," 
-have be_en a silver lining in an ingthatheisadeptagainstboth McDowell said earlier this sea-
otherwise cloudy season for the run and the pass. son. "If he continues to play up 
coach Gene McDowell and com- "He's probably the best line- to his potential, he's going to be 
pany. backer we've ever seen," said a very wealthy man." 
Thecorpshasbeenledforthe Georgia Southern coach Tim As good as the Spitulski/ 
second straight year by inside Stowers. "And Bobby Spitulski1 Hamilton tandem is, defensive 
man, N um her 42, Rick he's the best outside linebacker cocfrdinator Don "Deek" Pollard 
Hamilton. The 6-foot, 2-inch, we've ever gone up against." feels that they can be even bet-
240-pound junior from Spitulski, Number 56, also ter. 
Inverness earned pre-season eamedpre-seasonAll-American ''They are both extremely 
All-American mentions from · mentions after coming up with good football players," Pollard 
several publications after lead- 97 tackles last year including 13 
ing the team in tackles last year quarterback sacks. DEFENSE continued page 17 
UNIVERSITY Of CENTRAL FLORIDA's 
THURSDAY 
GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT 
NOVEMBER 14th, 10-2 
89-750M-No. 5701 
ON THE GREEN 
Adoption Papers 
I, ------ -----,will do all that is within my power to 
· help you,----------~----· not to smoke during the 
Great American Smokeout. On my honor and as my part of the bargain, I 
promise to do the following to accomplish our goal: 
• Praise you for having the willpower ro give up nicotine for u day. 
• Reassure you ·that there are still only 24 hours in a.day. 
• Help you remember your commi tment ro n;t smoke. 
• Bribe yo u with food, money, :ind / or timeshare vacations. 
• Be there when you need me. 
You, ________ , on your part, will make it through the day if you: 
• Hide your cigarettes, ashtrays, lighters , and matches. 
• Tell your friends you have been adopted and will not smoke during 
the Great American Smokeout. 
• Call me when you feel you can't resist rhe desire to smoke. 
• Refrain from visiting smoke-filled rooms. . 
• Remember that roday, you are leaving the pack behind. 
I will do what it takes to help my friend leave the pack behind. 
Signed: Date: _____ _ 
I promise not to smoke during the Great American Smokeout. 
Signed: _ ___ Date: 
Great prize drawings for all parti~ipants 
I AMERICAN 
~CANCER 
'SOCIETY® 
in "ADOPT A SMOKER" 
\, 
' 
i, 1 
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Brett Hanis jukes through two Sigma Chi defenders to score in a Pike-Sigma 
Chi grid-iron matchup in last week's flag football action. (Charles K. Morro~ ifUTUREl 
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FI.AG FOOT~ 
FROM PAGE 20 
Peter Bouldiy blocked the extra point that 
would have forced the overtime period with 
two seconds left in regulation. · 
FCA will try to keep things iI). motion ~ 
against a troublesome Milwaukee's Best, 
which trampled the PIKE Pledges, 24-0. 
The A League Tourney almost saw tour-
nament favorite Air Assault get the boot by 
Sig Ep I, which led 15-14 late in the .game 
after a big 2-point conversion by Mike Bra-
dley, but it wasn't to be as Adam Yapkowit.z 
drove the team totheendzone and captured 
the win, 20-15. 
Air Assault will take on PIKE I, which 
held its own against a persistent Sigma Chi 
II team, 19-13. . 
The biggest upset of the year came when 
ATO I shocked IFC champion Lambda Chi 
I 14-7 in the 6.rst round. ATO successfully 
avenged two straight A League champion-
ship losses to the Lambda Chi's in 1989 and 
lastyear. · 
"It feels like a big monkey off our back," 
said a relieved Colombo. 
The Women's playoffs got off to a big 
start for defending independent champion 
a,AD, as they hammered the Tri-Delts, 32-
0. BAD will t.ake on Kappa Delta in the 
semifinal, which decked Don't Break My 
·Nail, 26-0. 
Sorority division co-champion Delta 
Gamma escaped a major upset by the FCA 
Ladies, 7-6. DG quarterback Klapper, 
who sat out most of the game due to 
illness, came in to the game and threw a 
40-yard touchdown pass to Christine 
Maxner and scored the extra point for 
the win. 
Delta Gamma will have to ward off a 
tough _Dirty Dozen squad, which man-
handled Zeta, 18-0. 
How American Exp~ss 
helps you cover more territory. 
· · For less m9ney. · 
Become a Student Cardmember today and 
get 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines, 
for only $129 or $189 each. . 
Only the American Express® Card offers an exciting travel program 
exclusively for stud.ents-including three roundtrip certificates on · 
Continental Airlines. And much, much more. 
Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like to visit. If 
it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate 
to fly for only $129* round trip. Or you can cross the 
Mississippi for $189 roundtrip. 
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the 
48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime-
because there are no blackout dates. But you must 
make your reservations within 14 days of the day you 
leave. And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include 
a Saturday night. · 
By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll aI·so enjoy other 
benefits from the American Express® Student Privileges"' Program. 
Such as up to 30 minutes** of MCI long-distance calling every month 
for an entire year- absolutely free. And that's just one example of 
how the Card can help you save. 
For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And 
it's easy to apply Just call us (have your bank address and account 
number on hand). What's more, with our special student offer, it's 
easier to get the Card now while you're still in school than it may 
ever be again. · 
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new terri-
tory on either side of our Great Continental Divide. 
•Mi nneap11lis Si. Paul. Si. Louis and New Orleans are considered ci1ies eas1 of the Mississippi River. 
"A credit of up 10 $3.'0 for ca lb will appear on each billing sia temeni for 12 months af1er enroll · 
meni . '3.'0 is equal ID the charges for a domestic 30·minure nigh1 ·weekend MCI Card Compati· 
hdi1ycall and appmpria1e su rcharges You must enroll forrhisservice by December 31. 1991. 
CALL· 1-800-942-AMEX .II.~ Continental 
If you're already a Cardmember, there's 1w 11eed to call. Information about your certificates will be arri1•i11g soon 
' -· ~
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Running Knights 
nail Czech team 
in OT 97-89 win 
Staff Report 
CENTRAL'FLORIDA FUTU8E 
The-UCF men's basketball team did its own bit of 
Eastern Europe westernization last Thursday night 
before a crowd of about 250 as the Running Knight's 
taught a select team from Czechoslovakia a 97-89 
lesson in overtime. 
UCF jumped out .. _ 1 2-2 lead that began with the . 
strong play of second. Ye~"'" forward Jarrod Denmon, 
who scored eight of the Knight's first 10 points. 
Senior center Ken Leeks capped off the run with a 
slam dunk. · 
· Mer UCF.had pulled out to a 16-6 lead-before the 
Czechoslovakian team pulled off a run of its own to tie 
t3e game 16-16 with 12 minutes and 33 seconds left 
iii the first half. · . · 
1 Denmon and freshman Darwin Kelly combined for 
seven straight points ~n the last five minutes of the 
half to put UCF in front by nine. 
After a first halflead of 41-36, the Knights watched 
the Czech team out score them with 42 to 37 to send 
the game into a five-minute overtime period. 
The Czechs took the lead 10 minutes into the 
second half and refused to let the Knights put them 
away. P. Janovch hit a three foot jumper with one. 
second left to tie the game at 78-78 as the buzzer 
sounded. 
Volleyball team 
mDs over RoDins 
in 'IV match-up 
by Jenny Duncanson 
CENJ"RAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Lady Knights made their television debut on 
'1'f ov. 6 and they came out looking like stars. 
If you were not fortunate enough to catch the death 
of the Rollins College volleyball team in the flesh, 
local Cablevision Channel 16 filmed the game for 
broadcast. 
UCF played Rollins earlier in the season and 
claimed victory in four games. This time it was the 
same story, only this time it was live for cable sub-
scribers to see. . 
UCF finishes the regular season with a win over 
Rollins to complete the year with a 24-11 overall 
record. 
The Knights started the match in a strong way, 
holding Rollins to only five points in the first game. 
The Lady Knights kept the winning spirit going 
and jumped out ahead early in the second game. 
Rollins finally called ;3. timeout when UCF led, 9-1. 
Rolli:ris was able to gain momentum and tie up the 
scqre at 14-14. There is a 17 point cap on the games 
and that is what Rollins needed to steal the second 
game from UCF, 17-15. 
Rollins scored the first two points of the third 
game, but the spirits of the J;;ady Knights would not 
falter, and they tied up the score at 5-5. 
The Running Knights dominated the Czechs in 
overtime with Sophomore point guard Sinua Phillips' 
seven points in less then_ two minutes and freshmen 
forward Howard Porter scoring four po in ts at the free 
throw line in the final 32 seconds. 
Senior center Ken Leeks is heads above the rest 
in the Knights 97-89 win. (Charles K. Morrowlf~TURE) 
From there the Lady Knights did not look back. 
They allowed Rollins to score three more points but 
swept the match, 15-8. 
The beginning of the fourth game began with _UCF 
leading again until the score was 11-2. Rollins called 
a time out and gathered their stregnth together to try 
and pull out another victory to send the match into a 
with an injury. Davis scored 17 points. 
Knight Notes: UCF was lead by Leeks, who scored 21 points, 
make nine of19 field goal attempts and pulled down 
15 rebounds. 
The ticket policy was incorrectly stated in last 
Thursday's issue. Tickets are free to all students no 
matterwhatbutifa student wishes to sit in the lower 
level rather then the student section, he or she must 
pick up a free ticket at the UCF Arena ticket office on 
a first come first serve basis. 
· fifth game and give Rollins an opportunity to win. 
Phillips scored 18 points of his own and also added 
five assists and. five steals. 
·The Knights were also helped greatly by the return 
of swingman Darryl Davis, who sat out last season 
The rally had little effect at first and UCF brought 
the score to 14-3. Rollins then picked up the pace and 
started to come back. The threat became very serious 
VOLLEYBALL continued page 16 
. tramural flag footbaD tourney full of upsets, shutouts 
by Harris Ahmed . 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
With this year's UCF Flag Football 
Tournament halfway finished, two key 
words came into play: 
Shutout. 
·Upset. 
These two words have one thing in 
common: the underdogs were looking 
to cause either one, while the favorites 
were trying to avoid one, but in the end, 
some were lucky, and some weren't. 
In_ the B League tourney, Pegasus 
division champ AW.A barely escaped 
the clutches of a near upset by the 
Crusaders, 7-6, setting up a quarterfinal · 
match with former division rival The 
Tribe, which soundly defeated Kappa 
Sigma, 25-0. Tribe quarterback- Mike 
Gannon had three touchdown passes in 
the game, while the defense left Kappa 
Sigma hanging. Both AW.A and The 
Tribe will have their second meeting 
this week in the quarterfinals. 
''We'll just use the same strategy we 
UCF overcomes weather 
to hold on against Liberty 
by Jamie Johnson . 
SPORTS EDITOR -
fan favorite last year as the 
Knights made their way to the 
I-AA semifinals. ' 
It took a windy, frigid day to · ''We thought that first play 
heat _up the frozen UCF foot- would score," coach Gene Me-
hall team's offense as the Dowell said. "We've run _ that 
Knights scored 21 points on play half a dozen times in the 
the first three possessions on seven years we've been here 
their way to a 31-26 victory and it's never failed." 
over the Liberty Flames in TheKnight'snexttwotouch-
Lynchburg, Virginia. downs were scored by junior 
With a wind chill factor of running back Willie English, 
less then zero at game time, who finished · the game with 
wide receiver Mike Dickinson three TDs and 106 yards. 
took a handoff fr.om redshirt- The unseen factor in the 
freshman quarterback Darrin game, how·ever, was a gusting 
Hinshaw and completed a 67 wind that created a boom or 
yard left handed pass to Bret doom situation for the two 
Cooper on the opening play of team's offenses. 
the game. ''There wasn't much moving 
did the last time we played 'em," said 
Tribe captain Richard Burrett, ''bu tour 
defense will make the difference this 
time." 
The FIJI's successfully avenged it-
selfagainstACACIA, 19-13, when wide 
receiver Andre Cockerham caught the 
winning touchdown pass after the 2-
minute warning. FIJI will now try and 
ward off a, more-than-dangerous 0-
Town Phillys in the quarterfinals. · 
After a big wild card win over TKD, 
Bad Company found itself at the mercy 
of Gemini division co-champion K-
V ASA, 20-0. K-V AS~quarterback Coco 
Nguyen put the game to rest early with 
three first-half touchdown passes, while 
the defense followed through during 
the second half. K-V ASA will take on 
The Cheapshots in the quarterfinals. 
FCAHeirborne, a former ALeagueteam, 
started a ''miracle run" to the B League title 
as of late after upsetting highly-favored· 
Lambda Chi II, 20-19, when FCA rusher 
FLAG FOOTBALL continued page 19 
This was the first time this the ball in that wind," McDow- Willie English's three touchdowns against Liberty gav~ the junior running back 28 for his 
LIBERTY continued page 16 career which is a school record. English also rushed for 106 yards. cchar1es 1<. MorrowtFu~ 
season that the Knights put in _ 
this trick play that became a 
-,·.,, _, · .. "'~ - · - UCF!Libertv. Game Stati~tics page 17. 
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